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Interest Grows
In Primary As
Election Nears

Clements Forces Of •
Eight Counties To Hold
Rally Here Saturday, July 19

Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, July 10, 1947

SIX POINTED STAR

L / 1i
mi

Interest in politics, believed to
»omewhat higher in this
)Unty

now than in several years
the gubernatorial primary
lection campaign nears its cli„x, was due to receive considimpetus the rertble fresh
uinder of this month, with anjuncements from State headjjters of the two chief considers for the Democratic nomGuns"
ation that their "Big
fill be firing in Princeton soon,
phiiip Stevens, county chairan for Congressman Earle C.
Itments, announced Moday his

we Withdraws From
ktote Senate Contest
A. L. "Chick" Love, several
mes a member of the LegislaIre from the Lyon-Marshall disThis six pointed star held by Mrs. Sherman Camprict and a candidate for the bell (above) was found by
her
husband
on
their
tmocratic nomination as State
farm
near
Cirdeville,
Ohio,
July
6.
It
is
60
inches
mator from the district comrised by Calloway, Caldwell, high and 48 inches wide and covered with tinfoil. In her
rigg, Lyon and Crittenden coun- other hand she holds a piece of a balloon which was atts, announced his formal with- tached to the top of the star. ( A P Wirephoto)
rawal Wednesday morning from
lis race via long distance telehone to The Leader. Mr. Love
lid he understands the Goveror will call a special session
! the Legislature shortly, which
j must attend, thus placing his
The Caldwell County Sunday and S;inday School" will be dekndidacy in a weak position.
Es withdrawal leaves the field School Convention will be held livered by K. R. Cummins.
i George E. Overbey, young
The "Christian Home, a Place
at the Eddy Creek Baptist
komey of Murray, who now
of Refuge and Worship", will be
i no opposition in either party. Church Thursday, July 24, with the topic of Rev. David SchulMrs. Charles S. Curry, vice presi- herr at 1:15 o'clock in the afterndidate will address an eight- dent, presiding.
noon. Rev. L. L. Dobbins on
unty rally in the courthouse
Rev. C. W. Dilworth will "How the Sunday School can
re Saturday afternoon, July speak at 10 o'clock on "The A i d
in
Building
Christian
starting at 2 o'clock. Chris- Christian Home, a Place of Homes," and vocal solo by Rev.
kn, Webster, {fopkins, Critten- Friendship." President H a r r y Tom W. Collins, will follow.
^n. Trigg, Lyon, Livingston and Long will give the president's
Mrs. F. K. Wylie will call
lldwell are expOTtedto have report, " A Survey of 1946."
"The Cradle Roll."
legations at this rally, Mr.
Fred T. Fowler, field secretary
Those planning to attend are
evens said.
of Kentucky Sunday School As- asked to bring lunch and enjoy
Waterfield leaders here opened sociation, will deliver an address an old fashioned basket dinner
adquarters for the newepaper- on "What Is A Christian Home." ai,d fellowship, Mrs. Curry said
in-farmer candidate in rooms L. C. Taylor will talk on "f irst
Pastors and Sundav School su'er the J. C. Penney store Mon- Step Toward Solving Juvenile perintendents are asked lo aply, Chairman William L. Jones Delinquency." An address on point at least two official deleinounced, and he expects to "Partners in Building ihe King- gates and see that they attend
rve either Ben Kilgore or Mr. dom of God, the Christian Home the convention.
aterfield here for a major
eech July 24 or 26, definite
Union Service Well
pouncement to be made later.
Attended; Collins
A Waterfield organizational
To Preach Sunday
eting was held in the George
Practically every seat was ocon Library last Thursday
fht, attended by all appointed
Tommie Little's Guernsey cupied at the Cumberland Presbyterian Church as the union
iders for this candidate and
services began last Sunday night.
ter interested citizens. Five to Calf First At HopRev. David Schulherr delivered
precinct workers were choskinsville Fair
for each of the county's 25
Tommie Little, 13, son of Mr. an inspiring message to the wor
ecincts and Mr. Jone6 said he and Mrs. Joe Little, Eddyville shipers representing practically
lieved Mr. Waterfield would Road, won first prize with his every congregation of the city.
ve "the best county-wide or- 6-months-old Guernsey bull in Rev. Tom W. Collins will preach
nization in a good many years the one year and under class at Sunday night at the Methodist
Caldwell."
the Hopkinsville Fair last week, church and the public is corCounty Agent J. F. Graham re- dially invited to attend.
Clements State headquarters
ports.
aounced Monday the appointMr. Graham said Tommie B. 7- Daum Is Director
»t of Mrs. Edith Bingham
bought a bred Guernsey heifer
Farmers Nat'l Bank
*rence, owner and editor of
from W. C. Sparks, for his 4-H
.
T. Daum, proprietor of the
• Cadiz Record, as State pubdairy cow and calf project last Princeton Creamery, was electi-y chairman for the Morganfall. Tommie was hopeful for a ed a director of the Farmers
's candidate. Another widely
heifer calf, but was not dis- National Bank at a meeting of
Wn western Kentucky newscouraged when his prize heifer the stockholders recently.
He
ier editor, Tyler Munford, of dropped a bull calf. »
takes the place of the late Dique
'rganfield, is also helping in
Tommie said he would just Satterfield on the bank's direcClements headquarters. Mr.
take the gentleman calf to all torate.
nford is president of the Ken- of the shows in this area and
f y Press Association.
to the State Fair.
Urey Nichols Suffers
the Republican side, At"The $20 won last week at Broken Arm Sunday
»ey General Eldon Dummit first showing must be an inspirprey
Nichols, employe at
led his campaign at Somer- ation for Tommie the Little", ^ldnamer's fell at the home of
last Saturday, promising to Mr. Graham said.
his mother, Mrs. Carrie Nichols,
duct the State's affairs on a
Tommie was assisted last week Stone street, Sunday night, and
id. conservative basis, if in the show by Jackie Pedley. broke his right arm. His conted. Announcement was made
dition was reported to be imday that John Fred Will- I ole Waggoner Home
proved Tuesday.
t who has the support of •Cole Waggoner, student at the
Simeon S. Willie, will open University of Buffalo, Buffalo,
campaign at Hazard Satur- N. Y., is spending the summer Kiwanians Get Report
• July 12, at 2 o'clock. So far with his mother, Mrs. W. C. On Big Convention
[» known, neither Dummit Waggoner, S. Seminary street.
James McCaslin, Kiwanis presWilliams has an active or- He is studying for his PhD de- ident and official delegate to the
ation in this county, altho gree in chemistry, after spend- r e c e n t Kiwanis International
has numerous supporters. ing several years in the Army. convention at Chicago, made his
report of that event at Wednesday's meeting in the Henrietta
Thieves Get $15 At
Group Reelects
Hotel. Theme of the convention
Russell's Cafe July 4
Approximately $15 was taken was "Peace, Patriotism and Opadbent Vice President
portunity", he said.
Broadbent, Jr., prominent from Russell's Cafe, Market
street,
when
thieves
gained
ener of this section and native
£igg county, has been re- trance by breaking a window in Rotary Holds Meeting
ted vice president of The the back of the restaurant Friday At Henrietta Hotel
Pucky Seed Improvement morning, July 4, about 4:30
The Rotary Club held its week•ation, it w a s announced o'clock, Mr. Russell said.
ly
meeting Tuesday night in the
1 Lexington Saturday. S. J.
dining room of the Henrietta
Harmony
Baptists
To
layette county, was reHotel and President Mark Cun
Begin Revival July 13
President.
Revival services will begin at ningham announced next week's
Harmony Baptist Church Sun- meeting would be in the same
' Prom Hospital
day night, July 13. Services will place. Clifton Wood made a re_
Grace M. Brown will re- be held each night at 8 o'clock port of his attendance as the
h°me today from Norton
and each morning at 10:30 o'clock, local club's delegate to the Ro
Louisville, where she with the pastor, the Rev. Fred tary International convention at
| •*en a patient the last two M. Wood, preaching. Music will San Francisco. Rotarians J. D
r ^ Her condition is reported be under the direction of Mr. Haines and R. L. Wilson, Daw
f e improvec'. Mrs. L. M. Rodenick Latta. The public is son Springs, and Joe Weeks were
guests.
P * accompanied her.
cordially invited.

County Sunday School
Convention July 24

I

Local 4-H Boy
Wins Blue Ribbon

Western Kentucky
Field Days Set
For July 24 -25

Experiment Substation
Here Will Be Host To
Farmers Of 28
Counties

Farmers and other interested
persons have been invited to the
annual Field Day at the Western
Kentucky Experiment Substation
at Princeton July 24-25.
Experiments with soils, crops,
pasture, fruit and other phases
of Western Kentucky agriculture
will be inspected and discussed.
Last year's field days at the
substation here had record attendance of more than 1500 visiting farmers and sessions had
to be divided between the substation auditorium and the circuit courtroom in the courthouse,
in order to accommodate the
crowds.
Supt. S. J. Lowry extended
the program to two days this
year in order to accommodate
the large crowds expected.
The Experiment Substation
principally serves 26 Western
Kentucky counties, but the annual summer Field Day attracts
farmers and business men from
many other counties and from
several other states.
While anyone may attend either of the two days or both days,
the first day is primarily for
farmers and others from the following counties: Ballard, Caldwell, Calloway, Carlisle, Crittenden, Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Livingston, Lyon, McCracken, Marshall and Trigg.
The second day will be especially for farmers from Butler,
Christian,
Daviess,
Hancock,
Henderson, Hopkins, Logan, McLean, Muhlenberg, Ohio, Simp
son, Todd, Union, Warren and
Webster counties.
Mr. Lowry points out that
farmers should attend on the
day most convenient to them.
The visitors will be taken in
groups over the Experiment Substation farm to see growing crops
and to hear about soil treatments
and rotations.
S. C. Bohanan, Ballard county
agent, will speak at 1 o'clock
Thursday, July 24, and Stuart
Brabant, agent in Todd county,
will speak at 1 o'clock Friday,
July 25.

County Assessment
Increased 7.3 Pet.
Total Equalized Valuation Is Placed At
$6,859,460
(By

Auociatad

Pre«»)

Frankfort — Tax assessment
values made by Kentucky's 120
counties, after equalization by
the State Tax Commission, show
a 10.4 percent rise over the previous year.
The net equalized assessed
valuation of real estate in Caldwell county, based upon the
County Tax Commissioner's figures, is $4,264,091; tangible property, $997,222; intangible property, $1,598,147; making a combined total of $6,859,460, a percentage increase over last year's
total of 7.3.
The State total, announced by
Azro Hadley, revenue commissioner, is $2,669,353,368, based on
taxpayers' returns of July 1 a
year ago, and on which payments are due by March 1, 1948.
In addition there is approximately $1,750,000,000 of taxable
property on which the commission itself fixes assessment values later in the year. That consists chiefly of franchises and
property of railroads and various
utilities, building and loan Company stock and whiskey in storage.
The assessments made by the
county tax commissioners and
"equalized" annually by the State
Tax Commission at 80 percent of
its estimated fair value, makes
up the huge $2,669,353,368.

Dipsy Doodling Disc
Seen On Princeton Road

BUTCHIE FOUND AT LAST

The dipsy-doodling discs
have been the big news this
week in the daily papers and
one was reported seen on
the Princeton - Hopkinsville
highway last Friday by W.
B. Moore, a Hopkinsville insurance agent. He said the
"shimmering flying disc looked like water and reflected
the sun's rays in his face"
as he drove along the road
about noon, three or four
miles from Hopkinsville. The
Saucer-like object was traveling rapidly northwest-ward
and was in his view about
half a minute, Mr. Moore
said.

Cedar Bluff Stone Company,
which furnishes Caldwell and
many other farmers with thousands of tons of valuable agricultural limestone, has installed
a modern crusher and conveyor
belt which promotes operation
of the mine in an altogether different and faster scale from previous methods used there.

Otis & Grimes Urge
Early Application
For Federal Aid

Otis and Grimes, architects, of
Louisville,
appeared before a
group of hospital incorporators
and other interested citizens in
the K. U. basement Wednesday
morning, to enter a bid for the
contract for architectural work
on the new Caldwell County War
Memorial Hospital.
Mr. Otis urged speedy application for federal aid and said he
believed funds would be made
available soon, through an appropriation implementing
the
Hill-Burton law with $75,000,000.
He advised a one-story building
of fire proof construction and
estimated the cost at $7,500 a
bed.
Present at the meeting were
Henry Sevison, Judge G. G. Harralson, William L. Jones, Judge
Clyde O. Wood. Elbert McCaslin,
J. B. Lester, G. Homer Brown
and G. M. Pedley.

15 Princeton Scouts
Attending Annual
Camp Near Owensboro

Marine Master Sgt. Claude M. Bowers and Mrs. Bowers hold their three-year-old son, Wayne, after he was
found (July 6) in Sand Canyon,, four miles from his parents' cabin at Big Bear, Calif., following a 58-hour search
by more than 300 persons. Wayne drinks from his favorite
cup which he was clutching
when found half asleep
against a log. ( A P Wirephoto)

Wonderful Opportunity
For Mr. Average Man
Mr. Average Man, who
does like politicians and who
frequently cracks wise . . .
and otherwise, about that
species, has a wonderful opportunity coming up August
2. Most of Kentucky's oldtime politicos are backing
one candidate for Governor,
while a lot of citizens who
want to take the State's business out of the professionals'
hands are for another man.
If all the voters who don't t
like the pros and what they
stand for cast their ballots
"agin" . . . there'll be some
helpful changes made!

4 Fifteen Princeton Boy Scouts
left Sunday to spend a week at
the George Warren Hogg Memorial Boy Scout camp, near
Owensboro.
(
Joe Weeks, Scoutmaster of \
Troop No. 42; Claude P'Pool,
Scoutmaster of Troop No. 239,
and Joe Little, assistant scout
masters of Troop No. 39, drove
the boys to the camp.
•i Scouts attending are: Johnny
Thief Gained Entrance
and Bubs Harralson, Bob and
Via Skylight; Left
Fred Taylor, Jimmy Clore, Howard Stone, Buddy Stroube, Ron$75 Cash
nie Ladd,
Charles and Jerry
Thieves gaining entrance at 2
P'Poole, Tommie Little, Jerry
o'clock Thursday morning to
Loftus, Charles Adams, Johnny
Wood's Drug Store, Main street,
and Billy Armstrong.
by breaking a sky-light, took
approximately $100 in narcotics
Howard York Working In including all of a shipment received Wednesday. Seventy-five
Louisville This Month
dollars in the three open cash
Howard York, widely known registers were not touched.
Princetonian,
is in Louisville
The thief cut a hole in the
where he is connected with the sky-light and climbed down a
League for Equal Opportunities. .knotted rope into the store, makv
He is on temporary leave from ing his exit through the back
his job at the Princeton Post- door, Mr. Wood said.
office and is associated in the
F.B.I, agents have been notiLouisville work with Fred Will- fied but none was available to
kie, vice president of Seagram's work on the case immediately,
and a brother of the late Wen- Mr. Wood was advised.
dell Willkie.

Narcotics Stolen
From Wood Store

Princetonians Leave
On Trip To West Coast
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Rowland
and Mr. and Mrs. Billie T. Gresham left by automobile Tuesday
morning for Portland, Ore.,
where Mr. Gresham will attend
the national convention of the
Elks lodge, July 12-18, as official delegate from the Princeton
lodge. They will visit Denver,
Yellowstone National Park, the
Grand Canyon and Canada on
the trip, returning in about two
weeks.

Radio", said Tuesday the book
will be published the latter part
of August. Francis Mair, an accomplished Chicago artist, will
arrive in Princeton in a few
weeks to help with the publication of the book, Mr. Shrewsbury said.

Cedar Bluff Co.
Has New Equipment
For Quarry Work
Stone Is Crushed Below
Ground, Moves To
Plant Via Conveyor
Belt Line

Architects Here
On New Hospital

Attend Welfare Meeting
At / Mammoth Cave
\||rs. Mary Belle Simpson, accompanied by M i s s Gladys
Brooking, Paducah, will return
today from Mammoth Cave,
where they attended a general
Fredonia Presbyterians
staff meeting of the Child DiWill Have Revival
vision of the Department of WelRevival services will begin at fare.
the Fredonia Cumberland Presbyterian Church Monday night,
July 14, with the Rev. J. D. Shrewsbury Book To
Phelps, Marion, as visiting min- Bo Published Soon
ister. Rev. Charles Hendrix, pas- * Jim Shrewsbury, who has for
tor, will be in charge of ser- some time been working on a
vices.
book entitled "An Approach to

GiVen Blood Plasma
^Aoy Rowland, Jr., was a patient at Princeton Hospital several days last week due to complications from having a tooth
pulled.
He was given blood
plasma.

Number 2

Caldwell Horses
In West Ky. Show
Lisanby, Glenn And
McLin Enter Classes
At Paducah Fair

Alvin Lisanby, who won second place at the Hopkinsville
Pennyrile Fair with his horse,
Sir Walter Raleigh, in the walking horse ring and a third and
fourth prize with his mare, Oak'
land's Glory, in other walking
horse rings, entered Sir Walter
Raleigh in the West Kentucky
Fair at Paducah Wednesday
night, July 16, Mr. Lisanby riding.
In the Fine Harness class at
Hopkinsville, for ponies under
58", Wilson Glenn and Charles
McLin, joint owners, won third
place with- Martha Direct. Noble
Lady was entered in the Junior
five-gaited class. Flicka, owned
by Ronnie Wilson, won second
place in the three-gaited stake.
J. T. Leech's Blue Dare Choice
won second in the open fivegaited and was second in the
Stallion and Gelding stake. Mr.
Leech's junior horse ranked
fourth in the Junior five-gaited
ring.
Wilson Glenn and Charles McLin entered Martha Direct and
Noble Lady in the classes showWednesday night.

iner Auto, Stolen
...onday, Found On Farm

/ A n automobile, owned by Harry Joiner, Jr., stolen while parked in front of his home on Locust street Monday night, was
found by a tenant on the farm
of Mrs. Eunice Young, near Fredonia, late Tuesday. The car was
Recreation Training School found in a lane on the Young
farm with three pistons and two
For Homemakers Soon
rods burned out of the motor,
Recreation leaders of Caldwell Mr. Joiner said Wednesday.
Homemakers clubs will attend
a tri-county training school at
Cadiz Friday, July 18, from 10 V.F.W. Members To Collect
to 3 o'clock. This is the only Gifts Of Furniture
opportunity given for new leadMembers of Ray-Crider-Mcers to learn the songs and games Nabb V.F.W. Post will canvass
that will be used in the 1947-48 homes of Princeton, Thursday,
club meeting, stated Miss Wilma July 17, for old furniture with
Vandiver, home agent.
which to furnish their new clubhouse. Donors are asked to have
furniture on their front porches.
Livestock Market
Sales on the Princeton Live- The following Thursday, July 24,
stock Market Monday were 50 another canvass will be concents higher than last week, it ducted.
was reported by Brad Lacy,
manager. Total head sold was Eleven County Students
1024. Baby beeves topped at $25;
no. 1 veals, $24.25 and hogs, $25. Enrolled At U. of K.
J Eleven students from Caldwell
county are among the University
Dr. And Mrs. B. K. Amos
of Kentucky's
record-smashing
Vacationing In Ontario
summer
enrollment
of 3,879, acDfr. and Mrs. B. K. Amos left
cording to a report released this
^ n d a y for Lake-Of-The-Woods,
week by University officials.
Calvert's Camp, Ont., on a fishThey are James Lee Beck, Caring trip. They will return about
mon Benson, Wayne Chandler,
July 27.
Jack Giannini, Paul Dunbar,
Dorothea Joiner. William KerIn Ix>uisville Hospital
cheval,
Bill Lowry,
Charles
Raleigh Young, proprietor of Dewey Scott, Princeton; Early
Young's Lumber Company, is in Perry, Cobb, and Stanley DeSt. Joseph's Hospital, Louisville, boe, Fredonia.
undergoing treatment for an abdominal ailment.
Former County Agent Is
Visitor Here July 3
Mrs. H. S. Eblen, Louisville,
H. D. Triplett, County Agent
is visiting Mr». Lala Barnett, here in 1923-24, and now of
S. Darby street. She will return Liberty, Mo., was a visitor here
home Sunday.
Thursday.

Before the new equipment was
put in, only means of getting
the ore to the plant on top of
the 970-foot sloping hill was by
dump trucks, pulled on a track
by a dolly.
Now the rock is crushed in
the pit and taken to the plant
in record time, by-passing the
old crusher.
The rock is first mined in the
tunnel, in a working space of
35 feet square, with 22' to 27'
ceiling, which is drilled and dynamited on the 35' face. The
same size pillars are left to support the roof.
Two electric shovels load the
ore into four two-ton trucks,
and dumped iirto the new crusher which is located in the bottom of the quarry pit. There
the crushed rock is discharged
onto a 30" rubber conveyor belt.
Two belts carry the crushed rock
to the plant, one 470 feet from
the crusher to transfer house,
where it is dropped onto another
belt, and the other 480' from the
transfer house to the Surge Bin,
which holds a capacity of 650
live tons.
Rock feeds out of the bottom
of the Surge to a feeder, which
discharges it onto another conveyor belt and it goes from this
belt into the plant, to be manufactured into specific sizes and
grades.
The . plant is equipped with
three crushers,
five vibratory
screens which produce rock of
various sizes. The rock then goes
from the screens on elevator
belts into bins, from which it is
loaded into Illinois Central
freight cars.
The company can produce
1,500 tons of agricultural lime
daily, working on a 10-hour
basis, and 1,250 tons on 8-hour
basis, Bradley Stone, superintendent, said. The lime is sold
in Kentucky, Tennessee and
Mississippi, 70-75 percent in
this State. Ballast rock sold yearly was reported to be from 25,000 to 40,000 tons. Practically all
of this is sold to the Illinois
Central railroad.
The crusher and conveyor
belts, which are all new equipment, were put into operation
in April, Mr. Stone said.

Good Crowd Sees
Softball Games

Cadiz Team Holds Top
By Beating Eddyville
Monday Night

The Cadiz entry remained at
the top of the Kiwanis Softball
League by defeating Eddyville,
16-6, Monday night for its fourth
consecutive victory, behind the
pitching of Bryant, while McDaniels was bounced for 13
safeties. Bleacher seats on the
east side of the stadium were
well filled.
In the first game Purdy's
romped over the Lewistown
squad, 11-7, with Everett Cherry
the winning pitcher. Purdy's collected eight hits off of E. Beckner.
W. O. W. swamped the Fredonia nine, 16-4, and the Jaycee's downed Lewistown, 20-6, in
last Thursday night's games.
Scheduled games in the Softball League for Thursday night,
July 17, are W. O. W. against the
Jaycee's and the Fredonia nine
versus Ki-Ro.

532 Killed In Long
July Fourth Holiday;
16 Die In Kentucky
(By AMoclatcd

Pr«*»)

,

At least 532 persons were
killed throughout the nation in
accidents during the Fourth of
July weekend. Kentucky had 18,
ten of which were due to traffic
accidents, four to drownings.
Traffic mishaps took 255 lives/*
163 drownings were reported,
five persons were killed by firewarks and there were 109 violent deaths from miscellaneous
causes.
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For A Better World

Pennyrile Postscripts ByG.M.p.

W e take off our hat to the Kentucky
Department, Veterans of Foreign W a r s ;
for, in this day when many persons are
trying diligently
the
something-fornothing game, these young men. to whom
the nation and our State owe so much,
have set a fine example by voting, in
convention at Lexington recently, not to
ask for a State bonus for their members
who fought in World War II.
The V F W delegates put themselves in
the position of showing remarkably unselfish interest in Kentucky's most crying
need just now when they said, in their
resolution, that the $30,000,000 required
to give every veteran $100 in bonus forro
would amount to very little for each individual man whose sacrifices and service
might thus be recognized . . . but would
go far toward meeting the school teach-

era' dire need of increased salaries.
We hope our readers will take cognizance of this gesture and attitude by the
veterans for, far too frequently in the
past, it has been charged (and not always without reason) that veterans' organizations exist for the sole purpose of
raiding the federal treasury of every possible dollar.
As we have pointed out in these columns heretofore, the young men who
now belong to the V F W and the American
Legion will be taking over the jobs and
the leadership in our towns, State and
Nation in the years which lie immediately ahead; and, if they are motivated
by the same impulse which prompted the
action at Lexington, they should make for
much better conditions in the world for
their children than we effected for ours.

For Rural Roads
Ten Million Bucks;
Waterfield promises,
Clements ducks.
For Community Hospitals
TMere'll be State Aid,
Harry Lee pledges—
Nuff said!
*

*

*

It is rumored our good friend
B. T. Daum had some luck last
week . . . and that the new hospital fund prospered accordingly. Princeton is fortunate indeed
in this fine citizen. And wasn't
it "Pappy's" turtle that won the
Derby?

•

*

*

Mrs. W. M. Cartwright, Friendship community, sends us this:
"Saturday, June 28, a light sprinkle of rain fell on Howard DeBoe's farm, bearing out an old

tradition that it always rains on
that date. Five years ago a statement In a newspaper by an old
man said he had kept records
30 years . . . and his record
showed it always rained on June
28; so I have been keeping a
record since then and hope to
continue doing so the next 30
years."
*

*

•

How we would get along in a
world without banks is to be
told in a unique series of ads
starting in The Leader this week.
These messages make highly interesting reading. Pennyriler has
been trying to sell J. B. a long
time on consistent advertising
. . . and when he saw the copy
for these displays (a special service for banks) he said "go".
The bank ad is on Page S this
week.

Cliff Wood said 18,000 attended the Rotary International convention he went to out in California . , , and he could Understand what most of 'am said.
This was probably "Have one
on me". Cliff and Virginia got
home about two weeks late and
the drug store crew was mighty
glad when they hove in sight.
Cliff said the dog races down in
Old Mex were OK
but they
missed out on a bull fight.
*
*
*
*

One very definite bulge the
Waterfield side has is In its able
speakers. Harry Lee and Ben
Kilgore are making three and
four speeches a day and Adron
Doran one, tWo or three . . . in
an earnest effort to bring the
issues of this campaign to the
attention of Kentuckians.
*
*
*
Eldon Beck, who lives with
his father, W. H. Beck, in the

big house )ust across the county
line on the Eddyville road, was
a Oood Samaritan to the Boss
Lady and Pennyriler one night
last week, whan he helped m
change a tire. We had no Jack
that would do the trick, so Mr.
Beck furnished a tractor gadget
which worked.
*

*

*

Mrs. H e n r y
Holloman, a
bride of June 28, last, was second prize winner in a June Bride
contest conducted by Jordan's,
Hopkinsville, last week. Her
awards will help set up housekeeping if she is lucky enough
to have a house.
*

*

*

It Is very gratifying to see
more of the editors of the Kentucky Press rallying to their own
as newspaper after newspaper
comes out in support of Waterfield. The latest is the excellent
Providence Enterprise - Journal,
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Both leading Democratic gubernatorial
candidates should already have given
their policies concerning this vital Kentucky problem.
Candidate Harry Lee Waterfield has
expressed himself fully and frankly on
the matter by endorsing an increase to
$34,500,000 a year in the budget for educational purposes and he has frankly stat-

ed he will favor a five percent tax on
pari-mutuels tickets to supply part of the
additional revenues needed.
Mr. Clements has stated simply that he
will favor more funds for education with
no hint of how much or where he will
get the additional revenue.
And Mr.
Clements still must face the record made
by those in the Senate in 1946 who reduced the education appropriation by
$1,500,000 and for whom he furnished the
leadership.

well known here.
*

*

*'
*

Dottie Mason Joiner who
just moved into our neighkj 1
hood is already proving h e l J
. . . in promoting and chipT"
ing swimming parties to KutT^
Springs. And the , m , U
a very handsome addition t? "
Locust street "Littl..
'
*

*

*

Warner Sayers, as per.o^J
a gentleman as we know J
the alwayn welcome . ^esm I
for a fire fighting
company who com. . here a'
ular intervals, was in town£
week. Wurner has grown a , ,
customed to attending City c0m
cil meetings that he is runruJ
for councilman at Versailles-

will certainly be elected

Political Expediency

Kentucky Democrats interested in the
education of their youth are awaiting a
clear-cut education program from Mr.
Clements. If one as good or better than
Mr. Waterfield's is not forthcoming, they
will, and should, support Mr. Waterfield
overwhelmingly.

or

(News-Democrat, Carrollton)

The Needs of The Hour?

A Constitutional Convention?
No reason actually exists for regarding a constitutional convention with misgivings.

The " f e a r s " expressed by cer-

tain reactionary leaders have the ring of
propaganda.

By

no other

means can

Kentucky so quickly and surely square
governmental

structure

with

progress

than through convention.
It doesn't do to say that what was good
enough for pappy is good enough for us.
The fact is that what was good enough
for one generation is never good enough
for the next. Good roads, better schools,
direct elections, airplanes and airports,
gasoline engines and radios, regulation
of public utilities—all these advances and
scores besides have come about because
people realized that improvements and
conveniences were possible and desirable
no matter if pappy didn't have the benefit of them.

I

It seems to us, however, that a deeper
point is to be found in the professed uneasiness of the gentlemen who shy away
from a convention.
Implicit and sometimes explicit in their position is a fear
of the people. They act as if all the
smart Kentuckians were dead, as if there
wasn't enough sense left in Kentuckians,
or enough courage and honesty and honor,
to execute a workable constitution. Leave

it to the dead, they say; the living can't
be trusted.
•
W e say rubbish. W e say that what
dead Kentuckians have done, live ones
can do—and can do with due attention
to developments undreamed of by deceased elders.
W e aren't afraid of the people, and we
aren't afraid, as are these backwardlooking men, that a new constitution will
be a case of out of the frying pan into
the fire. The idea of special interests
dominating \.the convention and "destroying" the constitution is ridiculous. In the
first place, the voters at large elect representatives to a constitutional convention—and we don't think they'll elect dishonest or stupid ones.
In the second
place, the voters will have opportunity
to decide, after the new constitution is
drawn, whether to adopt it or to retain
the old one. Where lies any danger there ?
Through the decades Kentucky has got
along pretty well through a democratic
or, if you prefer, a representative system
of government. We say it will get along
all right that way in the future—much
better than if live hopes and live needs
and live people must defer to dead times
and dead decisions and delegates long
since under-ground.
A . B. Guthrie, Jr.

Editor Ben F. Forgy, of the Ashland
Independent, has made a conspicuous success in the newspaper business in Kentucky.

A past president of the Kentucky

Press Association, Editor Forgy is now
one of the elder statesmen of our Fourth
Estate and when he speaks, his words

Wll

j

.

,,

carry weight.
In his column, Wayside Gleanings, written regularly for his paper's editorial
page, Editor Forgy had the following to
say the other day:
"During the past four months we have
had several opportunities to place young
men and young women in responsible
positions in our organization, due to vacancies caused for various reasons.
In
seeking employees in our newspaper
plant, either in the office or mechanical
force, we usually use a blind ad in order
to get a line on persons we think would
fill the place that was vacant.
" A f t e r the answers to these advertisements are assembled, we always ask for
a personal interview. This is frequently
most interesting due to the set opinion
so many young people have in regard to
work. Before the interview is ended, frequently the question is asked, " W h a t are
the hours I am expected to work?" This
is a dangerous question because we have
not employed a single person in many
months who asked that question.
" W h e n we told one young applicant,

recently, that he should not be interested
in the question of hours, but rather the
idea of learning his job so he could fill it
completely, he replied, " W h y shouldn't
I ? " Then he said everybody is clamoring for shorter hours and that is the
trend of most working people today.
" W e told this young chap that the fellow who only worked forty hours a week,
never got very far in his profession. W e
told him if he would follow the leaders
of most any line of business in this community or any community, he would find
that these men worked usually from sixty
to seventy hours per week and oftentimes
as long as eighty hours .per week. Most
successful business men in this country
today have never thought of the question
of hours, but rather of making a success
of their business whatever
the hours
might be. W e told this young man he
didn't belong where hours are an investment in the future, where toil is the development of a career, where patience is
the hope of science, invention and humanity.
" W e concluded by telling him that no
man ever gained leadership by watching
the clock; that men get to the places they
covet by working sixty and seventy hours
a week for long years; that they invest
their time, but do not squander it.
"This young man did not get the job.
He will likely end up with plenty of hours
on his hands and patches on his pants."
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Waterfield Knows The Farmer's Problems
Intends To Be A Good Governor For (Not Of) Kentucky
Thinks Principle Supersedes Political Expediency
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on't Be Dictated To By Special Interests

Answers Onlv His Own Conscience
Talks
Plainly On All Issues
Entertains High Respect For The Little Man
Refuses To Compromise With Gratters
Finds Time To Listen To Wise Counsel
Is A DIRT Farmer; He Knows Farm Needs
Enthuses Folks With His Honesty And Sincerity
Looks Forward
To A
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Kentucky
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What About Education?
If Kentuckians intend doing anything
about their State rock-bottom position in
the nation educationally, it is high time
they were beginning to interest themselves. Neglect and passive interest during the next month are sure to lead to a
continuance of emergency appropriations
to be wasted on unqualified teachers or to
grossly underpay qualified ones struggling under such handicaps as drafty
shacks and antiquated facilities.
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The same insects and diseases
afflict late potatoes as bother
the early crop, but their injury
is intensified by the slower
growing weather of the late
summer. Besides, one other disease may need adding, the late
blight that took such toll of
last year's late crop, in some
places.

I saw a twenty acre field of OPPOSES APARTMENTS —
L-rid n on the farm Permission to erect three apartL Raymond Phelps, that with ment buildings for veterans in
1 fivorable season will In my Wauwatosa, a Milwaukee, Wis.,
£>inion make a 100 bushels per suburb,
was denied by the
v L This field was in corn common council (July 2) after
bout five years ago and with the Rev.
Nathan N. Bartel
good season made about 45 (above), pastor of Wauwatosa
hels per acre. This land had Evangelical United Brethren
Ciied 1300 pounds of twenty church testified that "Apart•rt-ent phosphate per acre be- ment dwellers never make
Jfen 1939 and 1945, and was
good neighbors."
(AP WireL grasses and legumes during photo)
,at period except for one year,
ie year it made about 45 Hooks Four Pike
«hels of corn per acre. Mr.
kelps applied about 1200 pounds O n One Cast
Newell, S. D. — (Jf) — James
[(complete fertilizer per acre,
jd plowed it under for this Judy, a mailman, claimed the
iorn crop.
prize first catch of the season in
I saw pasture fields on the
irm of Floyd Dunbar that has Orman dam «when he pulled in
j livestock carrying capacity of four nice pike with one cast.
The haul Included a seven
fom two to three times as much
a they would have carried ten pounder, three smaller ones and
a chain stiinger to which the
,tars ago.
Hewlett Sigler has made so fish were attached. He said he
jany changes during the past would return the stringer if he
•wo years on the Henry Turley knew the name of the angler
linn he now owns, that you that had lost the catch.
lould not recognize it as the
surveys are being made for rural
jane farm.
and
telephone
Silos have been built on the electrification
inns of John Mahan, M. U. and lines.
fcdwin Lamb, P. E. Oldham, K. I see cattle getting fat on pasL Jacob, Jess Phelps, Herschel ture. The improvement in quality
helps, Raymond Phelps, Hew- and quantity of pasture is makL; Sigler, and W. P. Oldham ing it possible to fatten cattle
juring the past two years. One with the minimum of grain.
I see a definite trend on the
now under construction on
lie farm of Mrs. Eunice and part of many farmers to conpelva Young. A trench silo has centrate their efforts on high
ien dug and filled by J. E. yields and less acres of row
orge this year. Others are crops, which leaves more acres
ning on building silos in the for meadow and pasture. Clifton
Clift says he likes to keep most
ear future.
11 saw a diversion terrace built of their 800 acres in pasture so
the farm of L. B. Ferguson that the cattle can do the mowprotect some fertile bottom ing and baleing, and spread the
•om overflow from surface wat- manure at the same time.
I see a sincere interest on the
from nearby hillsides. I saw
|>e results of some heavy earth part of many veterans who have
oving equipment on the farm taken up farming as their life
t F. E. Jones which greatly in- work.
ased the value of the land
Yes I see progress on many
pivolved, some of the same kind farms, yet there are many farms
work has been done on a on which little
improvements
nnber of farms this spring.
has been made. This is the chal11 am seeing the
dream of lenge for those of us interested
any rural folk come true as in rural development.

iter No. 3064

Insects are the Colorado beetle,
black fleabeetle, potato leafhopper, and blister beetle or "oldfashioned potato bugs." For all
four DDT is the control.
The best way to apply it is in
a spray, using the wettable powder form recommended for fly
control in barns and on cattle.
No oil form should be used on
potatoes. Wettable DDT comes
in two strengths, 50 percent and
25 percent. Ot the 50 percent, 2
level teaspoons a gallon of water makes the spray, or one
pound 50 gallons; with the 25
percent kind, 4 teaspoons a gallon. A gallon of spray should
cover about 200 feet of row.
DDT comes on the market,
too, in 3 percent and 5 percent
dust, ready for use. One pound
should cover about 300 feet,
with a good duster.
The time to start application
is just when the sprouts of the
potatoes break through, and two
or three should follow, 10 days
to 2 weeks apart. What is accomplished is that insects do not
even alight and the leaves go
about their business of making
potato starch without hindrance.
These spayings have increased
the crop by a third.
The blights cause the leaves
to dry up before their "dyingdown" time, and then potatoforming stops. Blight germs are
everywhere
present,
blowing
about in the air, and their control is to cover the potato leaves
and stems.with copper so that
the germs cannot gain foothold.
Spraying is recommended, using home-mixed 4-4-50 bordeaux,
but more convenient are any of
the new fixed-coppers needing
only to be dissolved in water.
The amount (of the kinds specifically for spraying) is 2 level
teaspoons a gallon of water. One
gallon of spray should cover approximately 200 feet.
Dusts are on the market, too,
carrying about 5 percent of copper. One pound should cover
from 200 to 300 feet, with a good
duster.
The application program is the
same as for DDT. In fact, DDT
and copper may be combined
to make an all-purpose spray;

First National Bank
of Princeton
I the State of Kentucky, at the close of business on June 30, 1947.
published in response to call made by Comptroller of the Curfccy, under Section 5211, U. S. Revised Statutes.

I. Cash, balances with other banks, including reserve
I balance, and cash items in process of collection $ 866,656.56
* United States Government obligations, direct and
I guaranteed
1,971,500.00
I- Obligations of States and political subdivisions
231,319.45
i Other bonds, notes, and debentures
58,775.00
••Corporate stocks (including $4,500.00 stock of FedI eral Reserve bank)
4,500.00
1 Loans and discounts (including $2587.00 overdrafts)
604,704.78
|. Bank premises owned $7,000.00, furniture and fixI tures $1.00
7,001.00
••Other assets
1_L
223.37

i
I
B>
I
•
•
•
•
•

CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
Capital Stock:
(c) Common stock, total par $75,000.00
Surplus
J Undivided profits
I Reserves
|
Total Capital Accounts
Total Liabilities and Capital Accounts

75,000.00
75,000.00
28,508.14
25,000.00
203.808-14
3,744.680.16

MEMORANDUM
I Assets pledged or assigned to secure liabilities and
• 'or other purposes

660,000.00

§ ' e of Kentucky, County of Caldwell, ss:
I

J- W. Myers, cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly
that the above statement is true to the best of my knowf t and belief.
J. W. MYERS, Cashier.

|

s*orn to and subscribed before me this 7th day of July, 1947.
\
HELEN WELLS, Notary Public.
1 % commission expires July 14, 1949.

EDWIN LAMB
HENRY SEVISON
SAM KOLTINSKY, Directors.

STOP TERMITE DAMAGE
Free inspection by TERMINIX
will tell you without cost or
obligation the extent of termite damage found In your
property.
Four out of five
homes In this area are Infested with termites. Don't take
chances! Call today!
PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
Phone 260
Author!*.,! Rrpr.Mnl.llv. of
Ohio ValUv Termini. Cory.
A* AWrarfftatf fa "Tha f o . f

Nov. 22 1907. Dr. J. A. Akin
will leave tomorrow for Southeastern Arkansas for a week or
ten days' deer and bear hunt.
It is his annual outing and we
wish him good luck and lots of
fun.

November 15, 1907. Mayor M.
J. Groom has appointed the following gentlemen from this city
as delegates, to the State Development Convention to be held in
Louisville, November 19 and 20:
H. M. Jones, W. H. Rich, R. D.
Garrett, Wylie Jones, George W.
Pettit, Jr., and Ward Headley.
The appointment of delegates
was made by Mayor Groom at
the request of the President of
the State Development Convention.
^

* November 29, 1907. Mrs. Chas.
Ratliff and son, Sam, returned
Wednesday morning from Pasadena, Ca^if, via Chicago, on the
5:10 train. Mrs. W. S. Rice, who
was met in Chicago by her husband, remained in that city until last night, arriving here this
morning. We are glad to report that Sam's health is much
better than when he left for
California last fall.

November 19, 1907. Judge J. F.
Ingram and son, Edwad, left
this morning for Alamosa, Colo.,
for a month's stay. While there
they will be making a prospecting tour of that section, and if
November 29, 1907. Dr. Cynthey are satisfied with the country, Ed will likely locate there thia Cunningham left this morning for Memphis where she takes
later on.
charge of the Lynnhurst SaniNovember 19, 1907. Miss Mary tarium during the absence of the
Catlett, of Eddyville, attended head physician.
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SHOW

DUBSO'S M1DN1TE
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SHOWING
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NO LEAVE, NO LOVE
Starring

VAN JOHNSON
Ufrarf.cl.g

PAT K I R K

W O O D
with
KEENAN W Y N N
XAVIER CUOAT
OUY LOM6ARDO
end ffcair OrcAa«fro«
EDWARD ARNOLD

PLUS! . . . WORLD NEWS with LOWELL THOMAS

SATURDAY, JULY 12-OPEN 10 A. M.
Dick Tracy Meets His Most Dangerous Foe!
torn*!
^gan
CON V/AY

•ARTY

Anne

JfffpfYi
DUk

Myrrtcy—UJGMS

THRILLS

SSHl

TABLE RAISING!
GHOSTUY SPIRIT
SLATE WHITING!
«Am*6S! TALKING SKULLS.'

A U *

The Gho»W»6mcVmt»itn* tto »t tdt. come »
jadtfflCCMdartOTtkyM! Out j/ouMIok it
| PLUS A M Y S T E R Y T H R I L L E R ON T H E SCREEN 1 J

F R I D A Y S 11:00 P.M.
ADMISSION
ALL
SEATS

and sold are such combination
dusts, ready to use, dry.

O N

S A M E

N E W
SERIAL

P R O G R A M !

Adventure In The Wilds! . . .
Hair-Raising Thrills! . . . See

"JUNGLE RAIDERS"
15 Exciting Chapters

SUN. & MON., JULY 13-14
The Story of a Past Imperfect... And an Old Flam
Who Wanted It Brought Vp To The Present!

40c

Sizes 1 to 6

Sizes 12 to 46

CURTAIN SCRIM

CHILDS - PRINT

Ladies fast color

DRESSES

house dresses

COLOR COMIC — SCREEN SNAPSHOTS — NEWSREEL

$195

TUES. & WED., JULY 15-16

c
yard

98

each

18" x 32"

brown sheeting

YARDS

I

7

BOYS' OVERALLS
Sizes - 4

12

99Pair
PAJAMAS
Men's Kerry

VICTOR
HUGO'S

Smooth sea island

5

Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and
corporations
2,465,310.56
Time deposits of individuals, partnerships and corPorations
410,530.99
Deposits of United States Government (including
postal savings)
47,683.81
Deposits of States and political subdivisions
547,633.49
Other deposits (certified and cashier's checks, etc.)
69,803.46
Total Deposits
$3,540,962.31
f°ther liabilities
209-71
Total Liabilities
3,541,172.02

Swine production in Green
county is said to be the lowest
in many years.
Warren c o u n t y strawberry
growers
shipped
more
than
100,000 crates of berries this
year in comparison with 65,000
crates in 1946.
From a half-acre patch of
strawberries, Lige Halton of Harlan county harvested 400 worth
of strawberries.
The Livingston County Cooperative Soil Improvement Association manufactured approximately 3,000 tons of agricultural
lime in May.
For the first time, Carroll
county farmers are filling silos
with grass and alfalfa.
Strawberry production in Bulitt county was damaged about
50 percent by severe frost and
heavy rains.
Robert Herron of Laurel county was well pleased with his
flue-heated hotbed in the pro-«
ruction of plants.
Farmers and 4-H'ers in Pulaski county have entered 26 fiveacre plots and 53 one-acre plots
in the corn derby.
Ballard county girls who took
part in contests at 4-H Club
week in Lexington were all
blue ribbon winners.
Frank Delong of Martin county has more than doubled his
sheep investment in two years
through the use of good rams.
Following a lesson on lampshade-making in her homemakers club, Mrs. Robert Mosgrove
of Russel county made 19 shades

36"

3,744,680.16
LIABILITIES

Ky. Farm News

Twenty-five Rockcastle county
4-H club members growing six
acres of strawberries visited the
farm of Roy Brown to study
modern methods
in picking,
grading and crating berries and
to hear W. W. Maglll of the
UK College of Agriculture discuss strawberry growing and
marketing. They were accompanied by their county extension agents and local club leaders. Rockcastle is one of six
counties in which Sears Roebuck
and Company is sponsoring 4-H
club strawberry production.

42"

2

ASSETS

Total Assets

IS THIS FLYING DISC? —
Coastguardsman
Frank
Ryman reported he photographed
mysterious "flying disc" near
Seattle (July 4) and said he
thought object is white dot
indicated by arrow. Photo is
enlarged about 20 times from
original. (AP Wirephoto)

4-H'ers Grow Berries

Cut P. ices Summer Mdse.

Reserve District No. 8
Report of Condition of the

I

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but In the yellowed flies of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
ieature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
November 8, 1907. Hiawatha the grand opening of the Hen' Anglin was striken Wednesday rietta Opera House last night.
i with a severe attack of appendi- While here she was the guest of
citis, and is now confined to his Miss Lizzie Kinsoiving.
! bed at the home of his mother,
| Mrs. Suda Anglin, on Franklin
November 22, 1907. Kellle Marstreet. Dr. Coon, of Louisville,
tin is here from Memphis for a
i was sent for yesterday, and asfew days' visit to his parents,
slated Dr. Pollard, performed
Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Martin.
the operation.

Late Potato Pests

ictures of many of Caldwell
ouuw '» r m s " f teen or twenty
ago, and others of the »ame
P L today, you would be able
• noU. marked progreaa on
farms. In fact there are
neighborhoods that you
Id not recognize as the same
. ,m viewing such pictures.
During the past few days I
•v e made some observations
I
,, c]Wil> illustrate progress
.
been made on many

P a g e Thr«

News From The Past

GARDEN

By JOHN B. OANONIR
Kentucky Collaga of Agrloultura
and Horn* economic

^p^Twere able to show you

-

k^WtUCI^V'

Knight

Solid Color Broadcloth

$295

5

MENS

Immortal

CANNON

White Tee Shirts

Classic

HUCK TOWELS

Combed Cotton

29

49Yard

Sir Cedric Hardwicke

36" DUCHESS

Encore

Fast Color Prints

Hit!

Rochelle Hudson
Frances Drake
John Beal

G a y Summer Patterns

49Yard

FULL FASHIONED

Plus! . . . COLOR RHAPSODY — PETE SMITH QUIZ

THURS. & FRI., JULY 17-18

LADIES'

PURE THREAD
SILK HOSE

— with —
An

BROADCLOTH —
STRIPES - CHECKS - DOTS

"leAMtietoMeA"

Each

36" PRINTED

Charles LAUGHTON
in —

79

Each

Fredric MARCH

WW

PLASTIC SANDALS

79P ir
c

$1

9 S

Pair

FINKELS M R STORE
W h e r e Y o u r 9 $ ••H a v e M o r e

Cents

//

Of ,

WQMANS FALSE

tanT

Thursday, July 1Q

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

By Jane Eads
Washington — Dr. Gporge Calver, physician to Congress, is
keeping his fingers crossed. He
hopes Congress will finish its
business by July 15.
Dr. Calver is worried about
the health of the new crop of
senators. He thinks they're working themselves to a frazzle.
They're younger than previous
crops of senators under his wing
and they've a better claim to
health simply because they are
younger. But Dr. Calver is worryln' Just the same.
'They never get any exercise
and they don't take care of
themselves," he says.
"They spend hours in committee meetings, more hours in Senate sessions, and then still more
in keeping office engagements
with constituents. Then they finish the day with more long hours
fulfilling social engagements."
The doctor frowned:
"I don't know what gets into
these men when they get down
here in Washington.
"They allow themselves to get
tied to the job and forget all
about health considerations until
they begin to be debilitated and
full of pains and aches. Then
they begin to think of physical
examinations."
Dr. Calver says there's not
much he can do with the boys.
He says though that if they follow his 10 commandments for
health they ought to keep out
of trouble as far%as circumstance
and fate will let them.
Here are the commandments:
1. Eat wisely.

Rat Poison Dangerous

Dairy Center Planned

A warning from the University
of Kentucky Experiment StaUon
says that the new rat poison
ANTU is poisonous to livestock,
poqltry, dogs and cats. Developed in wartime research, ANTU la
said to be better than ordinary
rat poison in that it is effective
by foot contact as well as when
eaten. Protection must be given
to all other animal life, however,
whi n it is used.

University of Kentucky trustees have given' the "go ahead"
•ign to construction of a new
Dairy Center on the campus at
a total cost of $132,967. The
building, for which excavation
work will begin immediately, is
to be of concrete block and reinforced concrete construcUon.
Included will be a pavilion tor
use as a practical judging areana
with approximately 100 seats, a
refrigeratedJinilk room, milking
stalls for 40 cows, five maternity
pens, a baby calf barn capable
of caring for 14, eight hospital
pens, laboratory and office and
dormitory space, and two large
silos.

2. Drink plentifully (of water)!
3. Eliminate thoroughly.
4. Bathe cleanly.
6. Exercise rationally.
6. Accept Inevitables
(don't
worry).
7. Play enthusiastically.
8. Relax completely.
9. Sleep sufficiently.
10. Check up occasionally.
•

»

•

The Polish Embassy was the
scene of a gala affair the other
day, with distinguished folk
drinking toasts in champagne to
Supreme Court Justice Robert
H. Jackson.
The Polish Ambassador, Josef
Winiewicz, was presenting him
with the honorary degree of doctor of laws of the University of
Warsaw. It was the first time the
honor had been conferred away
from the university. It was in
recognition of Mr. Jackson's
work in the Nuernberg trials.
A tiny girl with a long name
—Barbara Giebultowicz, daughter of the first secretary of the
embassy—and dressed in the gay,
native costume of Cracow, presented Mrs. Jackson with a huge
bouquet of red and white roses.
Stanley Woodward, chief of theState Department's protocol division, wore a white suit, the first
to be seen around town this season—officially at least.

[We are trained and equipped to give you a jam-up
lubricating and cooling-system cleaning job, and
cany a complete line of the famous A T L A S Tires,
Batteries and Accessories.

ranee
Fine Men's Wear
Sporting

and

Goods

W. H. Johnaon
O'Baa*

For Immediate
Delivery On
M O N U M E N T
SEE OUR STOCK-Tl

GUARANTEED

^MOTH

LARGEST IN WEST K

PROTECTION

Paducah Granit®
Marble, Stone Co.

Bodenhamer

402 South 3rd Street
Paducah, Kentucky

Dry Cleaning

Phone 799

Phone 111

Don't Fawn Over Fawn
For Fawn Of It
Sacramento — (JP) — Yes, a
spoted fawn is cute and irresistible, bat just the same don't
take one home if you find It
alone.
The California state fish and
THRONG HEARS f RESIDENT A T MONTICELLO—Crowd listens to President Tru
game division warns soft-heartman's address from the west portico of Jefferson's home, "Monticello," near Char
ed hunters that the fawh is not
lottesville, Va., July 4. (AP Wirephoto)
lost or abandoned. Its mother is
around somewhere and knows
her business.
Besides, to take or possess a
By Betty Clarke
picked up at the beach. If you an added precaution. Many of spotted fawn in this state happens to be illegal, and you would
( A P Nawafaaturaa Beauty Editor)
are going on a long train trip, these tanning lotions leave stains,
wind up paying a $50 fine, or
You'll need to do a lot of planone of the dry shampoos will however, so be sure bottle caps doing 25 days in jail, or both.
ning when packing cosmetics for
are tightly anchored.
a trip. Bottles and jars tucked come in handy until you arrive
One of the simplest ways to
at
your
destination.
away too carelessly may crack
solve the problem of bottles and
and their contents spill on exYour manicure and pedicure
jars that may leak, in the event
pensive lingerie and irreplace- should be your last beauty riyou don't have a train case with
able 'garments.
tuals before leaving home. If
compartments made for the puryou lacquer your nails properpose, is to carry them in your
Probably there will be some
HOPKINSVILLE
ly with special lacquers which
handbag. To do this you must
jars that need to be taken on
make polish long lasting, perplan to take your largest handvacation but there are a numhaps you will not need to take
bag and buy a zippered cosmeber of cosmetic items that can
nail polish and chance its spiltics pouch with a waterproof linbe replaced with those in nonling. Nail lacquer is a difficult
ing to hold such things as nail
breakable containers.
stain to remove from clothing.
polish, permume, lotions and
' Perfume must be carefully
Investigate sun tan oils and
makeup.
t
packed and the stopper sealed
lotions and make sure you take
You now can find jars of litwith wax or adhesive tape. It
only the best. You want to be
tle pads saturated with deodoris best to take it in small vials
3ure you have adequate skin
ant and skin cleansers and these
with light screw caps. These can
protection before basking in the
are handy to have on a trip. If
be wrapped and tucked away
sunlight and of course you'll
you hesitate to include these
smugly in handkerchief bags or
want to take it easy the first few
Women's Wear
jars because of their bulk, transslippers.
sunning days, anyway, just as
fer the pads to non-breakable
If you are taking a plane to
"Not More, But Betscrew-top cosmetics containers.
your vacation resort, take sater Merchandise"
chet powder or cream cologne
There's No Safer W a y
instead of perfume which may To Invest Your Money
Behind The Plow
exclusively yours
evaporate or spill at high altitudes. The new ball point perIs Outside The Law
(Incorporated)
fume dispensers are ideal for
Williamsburg, Ia. — (JP) —
plane travel, however.
One of Iowa's most contented
You won't be able to pafck
farmers is Fred Blythe. Although
your favorite liquid foundations
he has a law degree from Columsafely for a plane journey, but
bia University. Blythe has been
there are a number of substia dirt farmer for 30 years.
tutes which may be found to
"I've enjoyed every minute of
When you put Four Leaf on these years on the farm," Blythe
help enhance your beauty.
your fields you're making a
On vacation you should acsays. "I get more satisfaction
permanent investment in imquire enough of a tan so that proved fertility.
Four Leaf
than I ever could have in the
a heavy liquid foundation is can't leach out, you can't lose
law. My people were farmers for
it . . . once you spread it
not required. Pack a powdergenerations
and I guess it's sort
you've improved your soil for
cake which is easy to use both years and years. You get your of in my blood."
as a make-up base and for remoney and a big profit back
^Blythe took his law degree at
touching jobs. This requires no in increased yields and inColumbia
in 1916 and after
water, no finger-tip blending creased value of your farm!
graduation was chosen as one
Four Leaf is inexpensive . . .
and comes in bronze or tawny it's the key to more profitable
of a group to attend a threefarming!
shades which will be flattering
months course in England under
as your holiday spins and your
Norman Angell. Later he began
Thomson Phosphate Co.
skin tone deepens.
practicing law in Chicago but
407 S. Dearborn Street
Be sure to include shampoo
soon yielded to the call of the
Chicago 5, Illinois
in your vacation suitcase. The
farm.
cream-in-the-tube
kinds
are
packable favorites. Particularly
if you are at the shore, you will
need to wash your hair every
AFTER 3 YEARS
day to free it of sand and salt

NEW EXPANSION
WATCH BRACELET

the wro|
to look I
Mrs. M
I delphia, J
I frey hal
I ind won
I wouldn't;
I means a
I robe, prj
decided
To show off your hand... set off your watch ... Kreislsr's
new "Lady Thlnflsx" expansion watch bracelet. Wafer-thinl
Feather-light I Won't turn or twist on the wrist. Can't coma
opsn. Gold-finished In ENDURING KREISLER QUALITY...
In tha colors of pink, white or yellow gold. Stainless back,
M I N I THINFIIX WATCH BAND . . $ l . f S Ind. Fad. tax

Your credit is good

HOS^PHAT

Pineapple
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF WOMEN'S HI-GRADE

Wood and linoleum clean like

SPRING

AND SUMMER

DRESS SHOES O N SALE AT O N E PRICE

magic. No more

y
ioop-ond-wottr

Values To $10.95

scrubbing!

now $4.05

In Hopkinsville It's

Cayce-Yost Co
Incorporated

PUMPS — TIES — SANDALS — SPECTATORS —
WHITE —

FIX UP THE HOUSE

BROWN & WHITE —

,

PATENTS —

/ ALL-WHITE

— RED &

GABARDINES

and you will find
it does things to

Exceptionally

your state of mind.
PARADISE

Values

JACQUELINE
CONNIE,

All Fresh, New,

Clean

Whether

you enjoy it at our fountain or in your

home, our Pineapple Sherbet is satisfying on every
count!

Merchandise

It tastes so creamy and delicious only be-

cause it's made of the choicest ingredients.

Open Thursday Afternoons

(Kaat Slda of Squara)
100 Court Square, Prineaton
Pho. 470

•lualveljr en..u-o

publlahed heroin.
NATIONAL E D * ®

Phone 161

NISLEY

All now $4.95

Thursday/ July 10, 1 » 4 7
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KENTUCKY

Club Wo men Say No
Jo Longer Skirts
- There are 38 recommendations
In the nonpartisan, nonpolitical
legislative program recommended by the Committee for Kentucky. Too many for me to discuss in the space I have in this
column. So I'll mention two of
the most urgent reforms, which
may not be exactly new to most
people but must be kept in mind
until they are achieved.
We must not forget that 5,200
school rooms in the state are
kept open by that number of
unqualified teachers h o l d i n g
emergency certificates, and that
something has got to be done
about it—something more than
increases already made in rural
teacher's pay. Not easy, this undertaking. The drift from the
profession to other pursuits must
be checked. Stopping a trend is
a tough job. But it's got to be
done.

"Why, dear . . .

I didn't expect this.

All I

wanted was a new Doris Dodson dress from
HOWERTON'S."

You'd Borrow From Friends
And Lose Them!
Many a man who thought he had a good friend
has discovered to his regret that he has a friend no
longer when he borrows money from him.
His own feeling of obligation and his friend's desire to have the money back quickly to meet his own
debts puts a strain on their whole relationship.
Our
loan department is ready to serve your legitimate
needs. Talk to them first—and keep your friends.
T H E PLACE TO BORROW IS YOUR B A N K

The enemies of our form of
government, of our free institutions may some day compare a
decline in free elementary education in states like Kentucky
with the Russian school system,
which even sends teachers to
L E A V E S COURT A F T E R CONVICTION — Andrew J.
nomadic Asiatic tribes that were
May, former Kentucky congressman, leaves federal dis- illiterate since the beginning of
trict court in Washington, D. C. (July 3 ) , after his con- written history.
viction on a charge of selling his influence while wartime
The Committee for Kentucky
chairman of the house military committee. At right is a want6 more doctors and better
medical care for rural people.
niece, Mrs. C. B. Roberts. ( A P Wirephoto)
In the rural districts there are
though I laugh at myself when Guam Gets First
2300 persons a doctor, as compared with 650 in urban areas. And
I look at those pictures."
U.S. W a r Payments
this condition is similar to our
Mrs. John T. Rogers, of LaraGuam — {JP) — Nearly three deplorable shortage of school
mie, Wyo. (a motherly figure
years after this key military base teachers. There will be considerdressed in blue with a widewas rewon from the Japanese, ably more young men going into
brimmed hat): "It's not long
the United States has made its the medical profession in the
skirts we need. It's long sleeves.
first payments to Guamanians next few years than in the last
Why don't they give us long
for deaths and injuries during
sleeves?"
five years, but evolutionary inthe occupation.
creases will not meet the emerMrs. Adams: "I hear they are
Vice Adm. Charles A. Powgency. Something must be done
doing away with such exagnall, naval governor, presented
to encourage more young men
geated shoulders and making
the first two payments. A maxito go into medicine, and to setshoulders more natural. I'm cermum of $,4000 went to the widtle in villages and small towns
tainly glad to hear that."
by the Japanese. The other was
Ms. Jehrli: "You have to have ow of a Yona villager executed back-country people.
some shoulder padding, though, a $2,187 payment to tin Agat vilThe educational and health
to balance that middle-aged liger for injuries.
problems of the state cannot be
spread. You have to give nature
solved by Legislation alone, but
a little help."
many other women like the by the time the next General
Assembly
meets,
Kentucky
Mrs. Rogers: *"I don't like the same thing."
Mrs. Laudin: "One thing I statesmenship should rise to the
idea of that figure eight silhouette, though. I couldn't wear it." won't do, and that is wear a occasion with measures to help
Mrs. Rennick (dryly): "Neither cloche, if it's the last hat left in increase the enlistment of amcould your daughter probably. New York. I'll go bareheaded bitious young people in the
Young people don't wear stays first. But don't make me sound teachers' and the medical professions.
now, so they don't have 6mall like Carrie Nation, dear."
waists. - . . They say some furriers showed coats with big
shawl collars and sloping shoulders and wraparound lines. I
think I should like them. They
could be very elegant."
Mrs. Adams: "I think I should
not like them. With those big collars, they would probably be
very expensive."
Mrs. Rennick: "I'm glad to
hear hate are going to be larger.
We have had enough of little
hats. They have been on the nose,
on the ear, a little 'happy hooligan' on top of the head, and
s»n40,'°
T h .
I'm tired of it."
Mrs. Adams: "Women don't
A teal paint—not mixed with water. Popular pastel colors.
like hats any more anyway. I
Comes ready to use. Produces a smooth, flat, glareless finish.
just wear this little band and

YOU CAN AFFORD GOOD QUALITY
Some people still have the strange idea that small budgets don't entitle'
them to good quality! Nonsense! They're the very people who must bavt
quality. W h a t they buy must give good and satisfactory service. Every*
thing you find at Penney's is tested to make sure it will give you every

000*

dime s worth of value for what you spend—all that, and more!

The lowest price toe know of
... For This Virgin Wool

Made with OIL

FREDONIA, KY.

ONE COAT COVERS
WALLPAPER

iHilVf

ONE GALLON
PAINTS THE

AVERAGE

AND MANY OTHS*
.v>T-v SURFACES

ROOM

ONLY $3.45 per gal

i
VjjjySg

^QBwBhHSj^HHT

You get 100% pure virgin wool—not re-proc-

^ V H ^ ^ ^ H i l

essed, not re-used, but fine new wool! Closely,

\

^E^HBr^S

firmly woven for strength, long wear, and

^fjjSar•JBl

warmth! All in a three-pound blanket—just

X.

^ m m m

PLAYSUITS — Sizes up to 14

Regular $4.49 v a l u e s — $ 2 . 9 8

SHORTS

\

$1.98 v a l u e s — $ 1 . 3 9

PEDAL PUSHERS

FOUR-GORE SATIN SLIPS

^ ^ ^ H

tones—blue, peach, green, cedar, and dustyrose

;'

^^HF

—and bound with rich, lustrous rayon satin!

^ S A

Every one has a 5-year guarantee against moth

wr

damage! Now you can "nderstand why we feel

^ ^

W O O D W O R K

ihese are the finest blanket value?in America!

SELECT ON LAY-AWAY . . . MONTHS TO PAY

$1-98

LACE CURTAINS

ter! 7 2 " x 8 4 " double bed size in five dreamy

U R E ' C H A I R S

19<t

right for Fall, and a practical "extra" for win-

.j j ^ ^ H
\

$2.69 v a l u e s — $ 1 . 7 5

ANKLETS

ALL HATS

\

pr.
($1.98 to $ 6 . 7 5 ) — $ 1 . 0 0

ALL PURSES (including 2 0 % Federal tax)

$2.00

GLOSFAST

/

DECORATIVE

ENAMEL

Put life and color Into your home by giving furniture,
woodwork and cupboard* a coat of lustrous, colorful
GLOSFAST Enamel.
Only
On* coat it utuolly tufficient... it's really fun to put it 4 7 Q C
on . . . and the co«t i* surprisingly low.
I• T J
Wathing won't hurt the glouy tile-likefinishof GLOSFAST. « » QUART

Easy to Apply* Dries in 4 hours
COME IN FOI A COLOR CHART
C

PURDY'S

M GOUGH PAINT
& WALLPAPER STORE
"The Complete Paint Store"
:eton

W. Court Sq.

Phone 762

^^rr'-M

Cotton Jacquard
Blankets

THIS L O W PRICE!
2.98 ea.
And they're made of imported cotton for greater
resilience! For jr. size
beds ( 6 0 " x 8 0 " ) — g r a n d
for the car, beach or picnics. In Indian and plaid
designs.
Special Prices
On All

BATHING SUITS

Invest in Comfort! Save!

SINGLE

BLANKETS
3.98

Colorful 5% wool blankets with smart Jacquard
borders! These are a full
7 0 " x 8 0 " , weigh a snug
2V4 lbs. Rayon satin
bound. Blue, rose, green
or peach.
Large Size

TERRY

TOWELS
50tf

5%

Wool

Blanket

Pair

RED HOT VALUE!
For 4.98
You can't afford to miss
this
value! 5%
wool
blankets in smart chevron plaids — bound in
satin! 4V< lbs. a pair . . .
full 7 2 " x 8 4 " size. too.
Invest for winter!
(lose-Out

HANDBAGS
$1.00 to $3.00

SEx tft '"'*'
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Veterans To Get
Cash For Bonds
(By

AuociaUd

Praaa)

Washington — The House unanimously passed and sent to
the Senate Monday a bill permitting 9,000,000 holders of GI
terminal leave pay bonds to cash
them next Sept. 1.

le

The vote was 386 to 0.
Senator Wherry (R.-Neb0, Republican whip, predicted quick
Senate approval of the bill.
The House-approved bill went
to the Senate armed service committee Wednesday.
Rep. Brooks (D.-La.) estimated
the legislation will save $200,000,000, or at the rate of $60,000,000 annually, in interest.
The legislation would permit
—but not require former GIs
to cash the bonds at face value
plus accrued interest through loca) banks anytime after Sept. 1.
The estimated face value of the
outstanding bonds is $1,800,000,00P, and the House armed services committee said it expects
about $1,000,000,000 of them to
be cashed.
The others would be held for
the two and one-half percent
interest the government pays on
them.

i
c

Caldwell Baptist
WMU Meets July 16

Crider Tire Store
Has Unique Window
Display In Illusion

House Bill Expected To
Have Quick Passage
In Senate

Much Water Called
Unfit For Drinking
A new circular of the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture and Home Economics called "Septic Tanks for
Dwellings," says the extent to
which rural wells, cisterns and
springs are contaminated is appalling.
Of 2,878 samples of water
from these sources analyzed by
the Public Health Service Laboratories at the Agricultural Experiment Station last year, more
than half were unfit for drinkng.
As a solution for this menace
to health, the circular givesplans and specifications for
building septic tank disposal systems. Copies of the circular may
be had free at Offices of county
agents and home demonstration
agents, or by writing to the college at Lexington.
In 1940, less than 15 percent of
rubber consumed in the United
States was produced from domestic sources.

An Auto Tire has crashed into
the window of the Crider Tire
Service Store, North Harrison
street, striking half wuy through
the plate glass front.
At least that's the picture you
get passing the store.
A closer look reveals the
whole thing to be a window display. One half is hung outside
the window by thin wires and
the other inside. Cut edges of
the tiro are matched oti opposite sides of the window.
Streaks of soap give the appearance of cracks in the plate
glass.

Princeton Church Will
Be Host To Women's
Organiiation

Deaths-Funerals

Mrs. Haddie Brooks

Last Rites for Mrs. Haddie
Howard Brooks, 86, who died at
the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Lamb, at Dulaney, were held at
the Liberty Church, Wednesday
afternoon. Burial was in Liberty
Cemetery.
DIVER RETRIVES TRUCK IN FLOOD WATERS—Diver
Charley Delps emerges from the flooded Mississippi riverfoot of Washington street area, St. Louis, Mo., after securing a tow* rope to the truck when it was completely
submerged. The truck was unloading oil into the steamer
Admiral. ( A P Wirephoto)

Anita Gevon McMican
Funeral services and burial
were conducted for Anita Genon
McMican,
seven days old, at
Cedar Hill Cemetery Saturday,
July 5, with the Rev. Tom Collins officiating. Survivors are
Mr. and Mrs. Joe McMican and
their son, Charles Christian.

Methodist Youth To Picnic
At Kuttawa Springs

Fire Fighting Is
Demonstrated Here

The Youth Division of Ogden
Memorial Methodist Church, under leadership of its superintendent, Mrs. Don Boitnott, and
teachers, Eugene Barret, Harry
Hale, Mrs. J. S. McBride and
Mrs. J. Lester McGee, and the
assistant superintendent,
Mrs.
Thomas Lacey, will have a picnic, swim and weiner roast at
Kuttawa Springs Thursday afternoon, July 10, leaving the church
at 2 o'clock. Approximately 75
young persons will attend.
The Methodist Youth Choir of
35, will meet Friday night at
7:30 at the church for choir rehearsal. This group will offer
special music in the church service July 20.

•iA

Highway Crews, City
Officials And Firemen
Attend

Approximately
50 highway
garage superintendents and safety engineers from the First Highway district attended a demonstration of a new fire extinguisher of which the State has recently purchased 400 to fight
fires in State owned garages.
The device was demonstrated
by Warner Sayers, distributor,
and how to extinguish blazes of
various types was shown.
Mayor W. L. Cash, Fire Chief
Conway Lacey and members of
the City Fire Department attended. One of the new extinguishers, a dry chemical type
which is effective when other
Paul Revere, Revolutionary types are not, will likely be
War hero in the United States, bought for use on the City's fire
truck, Mr. Lacey said.
was a silversmith whose specialty was fine silver beer tank4-H Berry Show
ards.
Seventeen 4-H boys and girls
displayed 140 quarts of strawberries at a show sponsored by the
Corbin Kiwanis Club. Dual Moberly won the first prize and
his brother, Henry, the second
prize. The top berries sold for
$2 to $2.25 a quart at an auction
US — v
after the show.

For Your Heating Needs,
SEE

We now have in stock:

; •-

rf 1

Dukch Grocery

•

FLOOR FURNACES

•

CIRCULATING HEATERS

•

HOT WATER HEATERS

•

G A S TANKS

•

C O R O A I R E CIRCULATING HEATER
(For Propane or

and

Meat Market
Butane

Rock House on

Gas).

Varmint Trace

Satterfield
Butane Gas Service

Road

Now open for business.

Phone 849-J

Corner Franklin & Market Sts.

Come See Us!

To Help Vets Reinstate
Their G.I. Insurance

B. N. Lusby Co.
Phone 88

Princeton, Ky.
HEADQUARTERS

FOR

Fairbanks-Morse ®
V a t a * 9 r . t « m a . S u m p P n x p a • " Z " Knglna. . Light P l a n t , . Wladmffla
Com ShaHm

' " t.

At The Churches

.

H a m mar Mllla

.

Waahara

•

Iranara

It Can Happen To You . . .
W e DON'T want to be alarmists, but it's only
fair to yoprself to recognize the possibility of an
auto accident, and to be covered against associated losses with adequate insurance. A visit
to our office will supply you with facts, figures,
and a sound insurance plan.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
H. G. M. Hatler. Pastor
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:50 a.m'. Morning Service
6:45 p.m. Training Union
7:30 Evening Warship
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev.
William E. Cunningham, pastor.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00
p.m.
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday
evening
prayer
service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m.
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Tom W. Collins, Pastor.
Rapid progress is being made
toward completion of organization for the year's work now
beginning. The first meeting of
the newly-elected official board
will be held Friday night at 7:30
o'clock. All members are urged
to be present.
Church School and morning
services will be held at the usual
hours Sunday morning.
We will again unite with the
Presbyterians and the Methodists
in the union evening service.
Rev. Tom W. Collins will deliver the message at the Methodist church.

JOHN E. YOUNG
INSURANCE AGENCY
Phone 25

S. Harrison St.

Butler Band Parades
At Paducah To Help
Launch Fair

18
Dorothy June Stallins,
year-old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Lloyd S. Stallins, Princeton, competing as "Miss Caldwell County", won third place
in a style show beauty contest
at Paducah Monday night at the
Columbia theater. She was sponsored by the local Jaycees.
Miss Carolyn Carter, 18, of
Murray, was selected as "Miss
West Kentucky" and Miss Mildred Padgett, 18, Hardin, won
second place.
Miss Stallins will receive all
of the apparel she wore in the
beauty contest, including a street
dress, evening gown and bathing
suit, and also will reign as assistant queen over the Golf
tournament and the remainder of
the Western Kentucky Fair.
K. V. Bryant, band director
took approximately 40 members
of the Butler High School Band
to Paducah where they participate in a parade Saturday.

the

various

Time Of Picnic For
Preibyterians Changed
Time for the all-church plcai,
for members and friend. of C I/
tral Presbyterian church u
been changed from 2 to 3 0'cul!
Thursday afternoon, July i0
Rev. David *V, Schulherr s !
this week.
**
All who plan to attend ,„
asked to register with Mrs A|
lison Akin as soon as
Pouiblt.
Those who will drive cari kj i
have extra room in them it
asked to register and those
do not have transportation ,r!
asked to register, so that a wai
may be provided for them.
The picnic is to be held d
Kuttawa Springs, where sw®.
ming is available, and game,
will be provided for children.
Mrs. Owen Ingram is in chaf»
of the picnic supper plans

Complete with
. Only $5.00

•
•
•
•
•
•

Canvass Deck Chairs

2.39

Gasoline Camp Stoves
»
i*
Wire Trash Burners

9.95
1.95

Pressure Canners

17.75 up

Stone Jars

3 0 0 gal.

O l d Fashioned Stone Churns — 4-gal.
size complete with top and dasher 1.85
Wear-Ever Aluminum
Outside White

4.90 gal.

White Creosote Paint

2.85 gal.

Red Barn Paint

2.50 gal.
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Insurance
You can't get it by wirt
After your home's on fire. |

Get It Here
Where the Golden Rule
-v'

Applies.

C. A. Woodall
Ins. Agency
Phone 54
—

117

W . Main St. -
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For Pick-Up
and Delivery
or make

Wamorcham
"ONE-STOP"
For Your
Laundry and
Dry-Cleaning.

[/Hi

COM

|or«J

W e have an experienced crew t o t a k e care
of your cleaning needs.

Wamorcham
Madisonville St.

"HOT WEATHER

SPECIALS"
Seat
C

o

v

e

CouPe

r

s

Coach
Sedan

9.yo
9.95

Davis Safety Grip Tire $ 1 5
(Guaranteed 2 Full Years)

Wizard Batteries
(24 Months' Guarantee)

$1150

Radio-Phono. Comb. $7195
(Extra Special)

Ball Bearing Roller Skates

*2

98

Come in and see our " D A Z E Y " Can Openers.

5

ASSOCIATE STOW
Home O w n e d

CAYCE-YOST CO.
Incorporated

Everybody reads The Leader!

900

temporary

Porch Swings —

l94?

Invite
You To Call

The retail cost of building materials in the United States Is
about double their production
cost.
ed to
fields.

i0/

Your New Laundry
and Dry Cleaner

C<DAR BLUFF BAPTIST
\feev. J. T. Cunningham will
preach at Cedar Bluff Baptist
Sunday afternoon, July 13 at
2:30 o'clock.

•

•
•
•

Local Girl Third
In Beauty Contest

OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST
J. Lester McGee, Minister.
Church School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:50 a.m.
Sermon subject by the Pastor:
"Saving the Strong as well as
the Weak".
Youth Fellowship 6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship 7:30. Union
service in our Church. Sermon
by the Rev. Tom Collins. Special music by the Young Women's Axle G r e a s e G o o d
Chorus Choir.
To The Last Drop
Mid-week service Wed. 7:30
San Diego, Calif. — UP) —
p.m. In charge of the Children's
Henry E. Haenke, retired Navy
Division.
man, makes models of horsedrawn vehicles — stagecoaches,
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
David W. Schulherr, minister. carts, buggies and the like — so
accurately than even the squareSunday, July 13, 1947.
head nuts that hold the wheels
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
10:45 a.m. Morning Worship. on are taue . to the scale of one
"The Demands of the Cross". inch to the foot. But what he
(Third in a series on the Cross) takes special pride in is the fact
7:30 p.m. Union Service at the that the wheels are lubricated
Ogden
Memorial
Methodist with
real oldfashioned axle
Church. Rev. Tom Collins will grease, not so easy to get these
speak.
days.

(

We'll gladly repeat those stories to you. They are stories o f
long, dependable, trouble-free service. Y o u can easily check
their accuracy. They'll lead you, we believe, to this decision—
that your next choice should be made f r o m the FairbanksMorse line. It's the line with the 115-year background . . . the
Una for which repair parts will always be available.

.

Princeton's hard-fighting Twin
Staters kept within a game of
the leading Benton team in the
eastern division with an Impressive 8-2 victory over a Paducah
Woodlawn team here Sunday
afternoon.
Cunningham, on the hill for
Princeton, gave up only seven
hits and struck out nine men
In stopping the visitors. Edwards,
pitching for Woodlawn, was
pounded for ten hits and his
mates made four errors to contribute to his downfall.
The Princeton victory kept the
road hot toward an impending
clash between Benton and Princeton—or rather, Pickens and Goheen.

r Cayce-Yost Values!
I

They bring j o y to our heart*, those stories farmers tell us
about the service their Fairbanks-Morse Farm Equipment
givas. Keeping customers well satisfied is the only way a
neighborhood firm like ours can stay in business.

r o m p laaka

2 Drivers Lose
Their Licenses

Kentucky Farm
Work Near Normal

THE STORIES FARMERS TELL US!

'f

T h e quarterly associational
meeting of. the W.M.S. of Caldwell Baptist churches will be
held here at the Second Baptist
Church
Wednesday
morning,
July 16, starting at 10 o'clock,
it Is aannounced this week by
Pruett, publicity
..Mrs. Percy
I
airman.
cXairmu
young
W s s Dorothy Sears,
people'ss state secretary, will be
guest speaker, and Miss Mary
Augustein, representative from
Bethel College, will also be on
the program. Young members of
the association are especially invited. Pot-luck dinner will be
served.
In preparation for this meeting, members of the executive
committee met at the home of
Mrs. Mae Morris Wednesday,
July 9, at 2:30 o'clock. Other
committee women present, including Mrs. Morris, were Mrs.
J. S. Robertson and Mrs. J. W.
King, Fredonia, Mrs. J. W. Neal,
Otter Pond, Mrs. Rosamond
Smith, Kuttawa, and Mrs. Marshall Ethridge and Mrs. Pruett,
Princeton.

Princeton Defeats
Paducah Woodlawn

Effective July 16, Veterans Administration Contact offices in
City Exacts Penalty
Kentucky will remain open two
For Reckless And
extra hours daily through August 1, to accommodate World
Drunk Driving
War II veterans who wish to reThere were 56 cases on the
instate G. I. insurance without June Police Court docket, with
taking physical examinations. fines and costs totaling $906
The "easy reinstatement" privi- and actual collections, $681.50,
lege, which expires August 1, including $8 for parking violapermits renewal of service in- tions.
surance by paying two monthly
Driver's licenses were revoked
premiums if the veteran's health in two cases, one on a charge of
and one for
Is as good as when the pclicy reckless driving
drunken driving,
lapsed.
X.K
- -n j A fine of $100 and costs, 30
days in jail and confiscation of
automobile was the sentence on
a charge of transporting nontax paid liquor in. local option
territory for the purpose of sale.
Aaron Dillingham, who has
Haying And Wheat
been serving under temporary
Threshing In Full Swing appointment the last month, was
elected a full time policeman at
In Caldwell
Monday night's Council meetLouisville, July 9—(/P)—1The ing, attended by Councilmen
U. S. Weather Bureau reported Denham, Joe Jones, Gus Jones,
Tuesday farm worjc in many Stone, Wadlington, Mayor Cash
sections of Kentucky is catching presiding.
Report of 1947 City tax colup rapidly and is about normal
in parts of the Bluegrass and lections showed $1,700 collected,
,only slightly behind in the ma- the City Council learned Monday night. The tax ordinance projority of counties.
In Caldwell county, farm work vides a 2 percent discount on all
is about caught up, County Agent 1947 taxes paid by July 20.
for
J. F. Graham said Wednesday, Parking, meter collections
June
totaled
$485.66.
but "of course our crops are
late." He said most corn and
tobacco has been cultivated Sanitation Needed
and haying and wheat thresh- For Raising Hogs
ing is now in full swing.
Following a strict sanitation
The report added that much program is necessary if one is
cultivation of corn and tobacco to raise hogs extensively, is the
was accomplished. Gardens were opinion of Hoyt Chaney of Wardescribed as mostly fair to good ren county. Chaney Bros, proand improving and potatoes as duce and sell from 1,300 to 1,500
generally good with digging un- head of hogs a year, according to
derway in a few southwestern Farm Agent Ray C. Hopper.
districts. In the south and west,
Mr. Chaney pointed out three
peaches continue good but ap- practices which he considers esples vary from poor to good.
sential in hog production: a central farrowing house which can
be heated when necessary, slopFor Better Poultry
ing floors in the farrowing house,
The National Poultry Improve- and special attention to the litment Plan is operating in Ken- ter when the pigs are very
tucky under the supervision c young. The importance of water
the Kentucky Poultry Improve- was emphasized when Mr. Chan
ment Association, the Kentucky ey said no one can carry on a
Agricultural Experiment Sta- good sanitation program without
tion and the U. S. Department hauling water, or having it pipof Agriculture. The plan has two
main parts—breed improvement
and the control of pullorum dis
eases.
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KENTUCKY

Home Opera*
J O E P. W I L C O X
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Ann Davis

Members of the Business and
F k.UI,g the gulden up and Professional Women's* Club will
have a barbecue picnic at KutI down,
tawa Springs,
Monday night,
July 14, at 6:30 o'clock, it is
, dusty wings in a pollened
announced this week.
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HOMES WRECKED
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The Leader
Congratulates

Mr, and Mr*. Leon Adrian
Cummins, Nichols street, on the
birth of a daughter,
Bcenda
Kaye, July 1.

50

Two Princeton Girls
Return From Religious
Assembly Held In Iowa

PjesiAo+uUl

Mr. and Mrs. Hpbart McGough,
Frankfort, spent last week-end
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. W. McGough, Maple Avenue,
and Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Richardson, S. Jefferson street.
• • •
f rambler roses and fleur-de-lis.
CYF Names
Committees
Mr. -and Mrs. William A. McLie sampling the taste of
At a meeting of the executive Gough, Stanford, spent last weekend with his parents, Mr. and
I mignonette,
board of the CYF, youth organ- Mrs. J. W. McGough.
L bumbling over a violet,
ization of First Christian Church,
•
•
•
the following were named to
Mr. William E. Jones, FrankL yuted murmur of deep con- serve on standing committees fort, spent last week with his
sister, Mrs. J. Frank Morgan,
for the ensuing year:
| tent,
N. Jefferson street.
Enlistment
committee:
Dorla
»
•
•
ij, potent sound to the garDean Stallins, chairman, Thomas
Mrs.
Ben
Fixman
returned to
den's scent.
Olive Carleton-Munro Tandy, vice chairman, Joyce K. her home in St. Louis, Mo., MonDeering, Anna Lee Darnell, Bud- day after a three weeks' visit
to her aunt, Mrs. Saul Pogrotsky,
dy Stallins.
West Main street.
LbborJ - Ashley
Study Committee: Clcra Jean
•
*
•
\t 2 o'clock, Saturday after- Cash, chairman, Twyman Boren,
Mr. and Mrs. Donald E. Fuller,
10n. June 21, Miss Ruth Jean vice chairman, Norma Sue Cart- Lafayette, Ind., spent last weekiibbard was married to Mr. wright, Jimmy Stallins, William end with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Claude Anderson, Highland
Col Ashley, Jr The ceremony Lubben.
Avenue, Mr. Fuller is attending
L held in the Campbell MeRecreation committee: Charles Purdue' University and Mrs. Fuljist Church, Detroit, Mich., Cummins, chairman, Louise -Seig- ler, the former Betsy Anderson,
Qjli the Rev. Morton Stevens ler, vice chairman, Billy Lewis, is secretary to the vice-president of the college.
fcficiating. The bride, a former
Ed Dobbins, Peggy Cash.
•
•
•
:dent of Princeton, chose a
Service committee: William
Mrs.
V.
E.
Nuckols,
3,
Ljding gown of white satin, Harmon, chairman, Howard Led- is visiting friends and Route
relatives
satin cap held in place her ford, vice chairman, Eugene Car- in Texas, Denver, Colo., and
ertip veil of white illusion, penter, Sue Boyd, Jane Stallins. other points •in •the
• west.
her bridal bouquet was of
Worship Committee: Marietta
Mr. and Mrs. K. T. Vick, DawIhiie lilies.
Stallins, chairman, Sue Darnell, son Road, drove to Chattanooga,
I Mrs. R L Smith, of Cedar vice chairman. Jack Carpenter, Tenn., Thursday, July 3, for their
daughter, Shirley Mae, to spend
luff, sister of the bride, was Philip Boyd, Faye Jordan.
the weekend at home. They also
itron of honor. Her gown was
Joel Stallins, new president of had ss their guest, Mr. Robert
pink marquisette and lace, the organization, announced to
D. Light, of •Harrisburg,
Pa.
• •
ler headdress was of pink net a large group of young people
td her bouquet was of pink Sunday evening the decision of
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Moore,
buds with pink streamers. the executive board to present Paducah, visited her parents, Mr.
T. Lamb,
| Bridesmaids were Mrs. Harry CYF pins annually to those hav- and Mrs. K. •
• • Sunday.
nlin and Mrs. Melvin Kra- ing perfect attendance and otherMr. George N. Green, Miami,
kck. of Detroit.
wise fulfilling standards for this Fla., is visiting his sister, Mrs.
Harry Blades,
Sr., and Mr.
I The bridesmaids carried as- beautiful award.
Blades, Washington street, this
br'.ed garden flowers with
week.
imers to match their gowns.
•
•
•
Family
Reunion
| Mr. Harry Hamlin was best
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lane and
of Mr. and Mrs. son, Donnie, Mr. Wilson Flynn,
an for his brother-in-law.
V--The home
k'shers were Mr. Arlys Har- Rodolph Cox, 104 Baldwin Ave- Miss Mattie Conner and Mr.
|11, of Detroit, and Mr. Harold nue, was an open house, Monday
Schedule
July 7, for a home-coming of Homemakers'
np, of Providence.
July
10
—
2:00
P.M., Cedar
relatives.
| A reception was held in the
Those enjoying the occasion Bluff, Mrs. Orville Bates, hostess.
ns Hall at 8 o'clock that
July 15 — 2:00 P.M., Otter
ight, after which the couple were Mrs. Herman Lee Stephens
it for a wedding trip in Can- and children, Anna Sue, Dottie, Pond, Mrs. Jim Neal, hostess.
July 16 — 10:00 A.M., Crider,
. The bride is a daughter of Billie, Tommie and Jimmie, Mr.
Robert Flynn and Mrs. Ross Williams, hostess.
. Georgia Hubbard, formerly and Mrs.
July 17 — 2:00 P.M., Friend[Princeton, and a granddaugh- daughter, Lorene, Mr. Wilson
• of Mrs. Ed Davis, of Prince- Flynn, Detroit, Mich., and chil- ship, Mrs. Ragon Cummins,
dren, Joyce and Bobby, Mrs. hostess.
Eugene Lane and son, Dannie,
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Dalton, Mr.
of Detroit, Mich., Miss Mattie
and Mrs. Henry Hughs and three
frthday Party
Conner, of Detroit,
Mr. Jack
sons; Mr. and Mrs. Major DalI Mrs. Gordon Glenn entertained
Nasi, of Detroit, and Mr. and
ton and son, Glenn; Mr. and Mrs.
xntly with a birthday party
Mrs. Rodolph Cox and children,
Pat Rust; Mr. and Mrs. Marion
her home on N. Harrison
Wanda, Kathlean and Barbara
Harvill; Mrs. Meacha Vinson,
eet in honor of the tenth
Jean. Mrs. Rodolph Cox, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Dalton and
thday of Jphnny Glenn.
Eugene Lane, Mr. Wilson Flynn
two sons; Mr. and Mrs. Laymond
Guests attended a picture show,
and Miss Mattie Conner are all
Tosh and three children; Mr.
pter which they were served
children of Mr. Robert Flynn
and Mrs. Lendell Sherrell and
te and pink and white ice
and it is the first time they have
7 children; Mr. and Mrs. Chester
am, with pink and white faall been together in about six
Tosh, W. B. Norman, Miss Alma
's, at the Glenn home.
years.
Dalton, Miss Melva Tosh, Miss
[Guests were Lynn Lacey, LesMelton Sheridan, Princeton, JerConwav Lacey, Vivian Clare
ry Edney, Detroit, Mich., Mrs.
»re, Janet French, Willa Ann Birthday
Dinner
icey, Adrian Mason, HopkinsA surprise birthday
dinner Gertie and Ruth Vinson. Mrs.
lle, Ronald Lacey, Joe Kelly was given in honor of Mrs. Ber- Walter Tosh, Nashville, Tenn.,
««ers, Billy Ray Newby, Gale tha Merrick at her home in the Mrs. Novella Rushing, Mexico,
mrlock, Mickey Cunningham, Good Springs community, Sun- and Miss Bettie Lou Dearing,
Princeton.
flly Wilson, Jimmie Boden- day, June 29.
ner, Mitchell Hammond and
The honoree received many
Present were Mr. and Mrs. J.
le honoree.
B. Carner and four children; gifts.

.

Firemen look over wreckage July 6 at Quincy, Mass.,
after a Navy Helldiver plane sheared off the top floor of
house in center background and crashed into home at
right, setting fire to the structure. The pilot was killed
and his passenger and a civilian on ground injured in the
crash which occurred shortly after, the plane had taken
off from nearby Squantum Naval Air Station.
(AP
Wirephoto)
Jack Nasi, of Detroit, Mich., are
visit.ng relatives and friends
here. Mr. Lane has returned to
work in Detroit, leaving the rest
of the family for an extended
visit.

and Mrs. R. A. McConnell, Eddyville Road, enroute home after
spending a vacation in Flprida
and Cuba.
•

•

•

Bill Camp, student at Georgia
• • •
Tech, Atlanta, spent last weekMr. and Mrs. Barney Jones end with Rumsey Taylor, Jr.,
will leave Sunday for a two- Locust street.
*
»
*
weeks' vacation to Gatlinburg,
Tenn., and other points in the
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Granstaff
Smoky Mountains.
returned Tuesday night from a
» •
•
two weeks' trip to Lexington
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Jennings and the Smoky
• •Mountains.
•
and daughter, Betty Jean, CarMr.
and
Mrs.
N.
B. Cameron
rollton, are visiting
relatives
and family have returned from
here and at Fredonia.
•
•
•
a vacation in Florida.
•
•
•
Mrs. Ed McLin and daughter,
Miss Martha Jane Lester, stuMrs. McLin Mason, left Wednesday for a month's stay in Cali- dent at Vanderbilt University,
Nashville,
Tenn., spent last
fornia.
• • •
weekend with her parents, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Leech, and Mrs. J. B. Lester, WashLexington, spent last weekend ington street.
•
•
•
with his mother, Mrs. Harvey
Larry Pedley returned MonLeech, W. Main street.
•
•
•
4ay night from Denver, Colo.,
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Temple- after a three weeks' visit to his
ton and daughter, Mrs. Alberta grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. T. A.
Mayer, and Miss Evelyn Ladd Pedley, and uncle, Col. T. A.
spent last Thursday night and Pedley, Jr., •and• family.
•
Friday in Nashville with Mr.
Mr. Charles Klaproth, Chicago,
Templeton's •
daughter
• • and family.
spent last weekend
with his
Mrs. A. P. Yates and son, daughter, Mrs. C. C. Bishop and
Bobby, and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph family, and son, L. L. Klaproth,
Beatty
recently visited their and family. Mrs. Klaproth, who
brother. Wilson Thomas, at Rock- has been visiting them, returned
ford, 111., and other points in home with Mr. Klaproth Tuesday.
Wisconsin and
• Indianapolis.
• •
•
•
•
E. B. Martin. Oklahoma City,
Okla., and Walter Martin, Warren, O., are visiting their sister,
Mrs. J. S. Williams, W. Market
street, and brother, K, ,L. Martin, N. Harrison street.
•

•

•

Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Wadlington spent several days recently
in Nashville.
.

' Bob' Taylor spent last weekend with friends in Nashville.
Mr. and Mrs. Buford Todd,
Jr., Hopkinsville,
spent last
weekend with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. William
• • •G. Pickering.
r

_ rs. Lily M. Campbell has rerned home from Louisville,
•
•
•
where shA has been at the bedMr. and Mrs. G. W. McCon- side of her sister, Mrs. Grace M.
nell, Louisville, spent last week- Brown, who has been a patient
end here with his parents, Mr. at Norton Infirmary.

July Clearance
ALL SUMMER S H O E S

REDUCED!

Polluted Waters May
Harbor Virus of Polio
A third precaution among six
simple health rules that should
be obeerved during the pullo
epidemic season is to avoid
swimming in polluted waters,
the National Foundation for
Infants Par^ysls cautions,
through Its local chapter.
While proof of direct Infection by this means is lacking,
the National Foundation points
out that research financed by
March of Dimes funds Indicates that the virus causing
polio Is often found In sewage. |
Consequently, wherever sewage mayfindIts way Into waters
used for swimming, such waters should be avoided. To be sure,
consult your local Health Department.
Take no chances and don't swim in waters known to be
polluted.

Misses Dottie Deen and Betty
Jo Linton participated in the
First National Assembly of the
Westminster Fellowship at Grinnell College campus, Iowa, June
30 to July 5. They returned home
Sunday.
This national assembly of
Presbyterian young people was
built around the theme "Thy
Purpose We Share", and dealt
with such subjects as "The Responsibility of America", "This
Generation's Homemakers", and
others.
The Westminster Fellowship
National Assembly is one of Small Flock Pays
eight cultural religious and eduHerbert McGaha of Adair
cational conventions to which county made nearly $1 a day
Grinnell College played host dur- from a flock of 71 New Hamping the months of June and July.
shires last month. They laid
1,325 eggs, which sold for $47.26.

Princeton Group Will
Attend Camp July 14-19

Seven representatives of the
Wesminster Fellowship of Central Prebyterian Church and the
pastor of the church, the Rev.
David W. Schulherr, will leave
Sunday afternoon, July 13, for
Nacome, Tenn., to attend the
senior high conference and junjor high camp held annually by
the Presbyterian church in this
area.
Those who plan to attend the
senior high conference are Nellie Oliver, J. C. Oliver, Betty
Jo Linton and Dottie Dean. Those
who will attend the junior bigh
camp, held at the same time,"
include Gene Oliver, Tommie
Bishop and Jimmie Severs. Sessions will be held July 14-19,
inclusive.
Mr. Schulherr will serve on
the faculty for the junior high
camp, acting as que6t leader
and as a cabin counsellor.

Just • Arrived

Feed cost $17.95, leaving a profit of $29.31. Half of the eggs
went to a hatchery.
Perk up your peanut butter
sandwich by adding mayonnaise
before spreading.

. . .

SANDRA SHARON
ORIGINALS
Q),

I

4-H Club Plans
School Lunches

Members of the Johnson 4-H
Club, in an isolated section of
Perry county, are seeing to it
that they will have good school
lunches next winter. With the
aid of theit; parents, they are
growing
a
three-fourths-acre
garden on property owned by
by the school. Last year, 300
quarts of vegetables were canned
from their garden. The club is
also beautifying the school
grounds.
Club members interested in
hog production were given eight
gilts in June, the club having
bought four registered gilts last
year.

A

Designed especially for the fashion-wise
little girl.
Sizes 4 to 6x — $3.75
C. E. McGARY, Manager

REE L ENGELHARDT, Owner

June 27,1947

To The Public

,1 H r;

After careful examination of the wooden bleachers at the Butler
High School Football Stadium the City School Board is compelled
to forbid any gatherings or groups of people on this structure in
its present condition.
Our personal examination of the structure and advice of com-

sun

l25
195

shines

i.95

5

on...

50
95

1* doubly blessed If ah* hai choiWi h « chlril, i l l f W Ihd
crystal from our large and complete selection.

triers-

Rather than risk injury to any individual or group of individuals
R O A D W A Y JR

•

$10.95 Rhythm Steps

Now $7.95

•

Miracle Tread and Charmtone —
(Values to $6.95 — Now $4.95)

we are closing this structure as of this date.
It is our hope to be able to provide satisfactory seating arrangements for the coming football season and every effort possible
will be made to make available for the public safe and satisfactory seats for the season.

•

Men's Two-Tone Ventilator and Platted
Shoes — $9.95 Value
Now $7.95

•

Brown and White Wing-Tip —

$6.95.

•

Ventilated and Two-Toned Moccasin
$5.95

Lenox,

•

This action is motivated solely by our sincere interest in the welfare of Princeton men, women and children.

W e know this struc-

ture is not safe, we know we would not permit our own wives and

.Wedgwood, Spode and all tha famom namaa la china
$2.98

petent construction men show the bleachers to be unsafe for use.

ROADWAY

. . . Oorham, Interna tioaal, Towla, to aama a f*w im ail-

—

and our crystal, of eoara*, la beyond coaapara.
WS'M been wadding ipaelaliata for twantr-fhra yaara

Watch our bargain counter daily for Specials!

> • • starting now oa tha daughter* of ft!il tijert W t o ® -

(2-Thread Silk Hose —

$1.00 a pair)

children to use the structure and we would be derelict in our duty
if we did not protect the public in this manner.

City Board Of Education
G . W . Towery, Chairman
Rumsey Taylor, Vice Chairman
Sam Koltinsky

AYCE

ORDON
M

JJ2 SOUTH MAIN STREET

•

HOPKINSVILLE

McCaslin's

I

Grayson Harralson
R. S. Gregory
L. C. Taylor, Secretary

*
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Eleven women from Kentucky
will attend the conference of
the Associated Country Women
in Amsterdam, Holland, Sept. 8
to IS it was announced from
the UK College of Agriculture
and Home Economics. Thirty
qpuntries will be represented.
Official delegates representing
the Kentucky
Federation of
Homemakers Clubs will be:
Mrs. W. E. Nichols, state president, Lexington; Mrs. M. S. Garside, Lexington; Mrs. Jack Hulette, Frankfort; Mrs. Alex Robinson, Smithland, and Mrs. Ewing Thurmond, Franklin.
Miss Myrtle Weldon, state
leader of home demonstration
KITTEN ON THE CORN' —
work, a life member of the international organization, a l s o Susie, a nine-week-old kitten
owned by Dr. Herbrt Schein,
will attend.
Mrs. Walter Heick, Smithland, a veterinary surgeon of Erwill be a delegate of the Na- langer, Ky., is "just wild about
tional Master Farm Homemakers corn on the cob," and here the
young feline gets down to a
Guild.
tasty noon-time snack on a deOther homemakers to attend
licious ear of golden bantam.
are Miss Martha Hieatt, Lexing(AP Wirephoto)
ton; Mrs. A. G. Hobbs, Woodburn;
Mrs. H. C. Richardson, Louis- Hunters' Filibuster
ville, and Mrs. Walter Todd,
Wins A Day Off
Frankfort.
Purpose of the organization is
Chico, Calif. — (JP) — High
to encourage understanding be- School Principal Carl Schreiter
tween country women of the said it would be silly to go on
world, to work for peace and to like this for another year, so
promote an educational program the school board surendered.
designed to improve the stand- First day of the pheasant huntard of living of rural people. ing season next fall will be a
Although meetings are schedul- school holiday.
ed every three years, this is the
first to be held since 1939, at states, arriving in Southampton
which time 23 Kentucky women on Sept. 2. After a tour of Engattended the London conference. land, they will spend a week
Sailing on the Queen Mary at the conference in Amsterdam
from New York on Aug. 27, the and then tour Holland, Belgium,
Kentucky delegation will be and France, arriving in New
Joined by those from other York Oct. 3.

Dead Stock
WANTED
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge and
on sanitary trucks which are disinfected daily.
W e pick up horses, cows and hogs.

Call

o

Kentucky Rendering Works
Phone No. 442-J

Princeton, Ky.

We pay all phone charges

War

Veteran

133 Burglaries
Daily In Berlin
Berlin — (JP) — The German
press has demanded a "swiftly
working, hard-hitting, elite Police"—such as Edgar Hoover's
FBI to combat crime in Berlin. In
suggesting such a police organization, Der Abend said there
were 18,187 house breakings
from January to April of this
year—a daily rate of 133 burglaries.

Clements

*

Pledges

Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Chambliss and son and daughter, of
Chicago, are visiting his mother,
Mrs. Cordie Berkley, and Mr.
Berkley and other relatives of
the county.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Sheffee
and Mr. and Mrs. George Vogle,
of Henderson, were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Harmon Jones at
Scottsburg last Sunday.
They
were • afternoon guests of Mrs.
W. M. Cartwright.
Glenn White had the misfortune of losing a valuable filly
last week from hydrofobia.
Anion Orange is still under
treatment at Jennie Stuart Hospital for an eye infection.
Chas. Hooper and sons, of
DaWson Springs, spent July 4
with his brother, Henry Hooper,
and wife.
Mrs. Cordie Berkley has been SOUGHT BY POLICE—Madge
a patient at Princeton Hospital Meredith (above), 26-year-old
film actress, was sought by
for the last week.
With the ration off sugar and police (July 2) in California
blackberries ripe, we're going for questioning in an alleged
the limit out this way. It's really kidnap-beating administered to
her former business manager
good old summer time.
Jimmie, little son of Mr. and and a companion. Miss MereMrs. Otho Storms, was a very dith was born Marjorie Massick boy last Friday from in- sow in Iowa Falls, la. (AP
Wirephoto)
haling D.D.T. fumes.
Lonzo Poindexter, of Cartersville, 111., is here looking pfter
business on his farm.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Davis and
Mr. and Mrs. Orland Newsom
and family left last Thursday
S-Sgt. Bert Lieber announced
for Denver, Colo. Mr. and Mrs. this week that effective July 1,
Newsom will be gone for a cou- the Army enlistment periods are
ple weeks and Mr. and Mrs. changed from 18 months, 2 years
Davis will remain for an indefi- and 3 years to two, 3, 4 or 5nate time. •
year periods.
Cross Road graveyard cleaning
Only persons eligible for the
will be July 17. Lebanon grave2-year enlistment are those who
yard day will be the first Friday
have never been in the Regular
in August. Everyone interested
Army
and they get no choice
are invited to come and spend
the day with loved ones in the 83 to branch of service, nor can
they be enlisted with rank. All
city of the dead.
Mesdemes R. P. Andrews and other periods give a man his
sister, Mrs. Jerry Anderson, of choice of branch of service and
Dearborn and Lincoln Park, theater, where vacancies exist.
Also effective immediately, no
Mich., and Mrs. G. A. Stokes,
of Dawson Springs, were here more mustering-out pay will br
last Saturday
calling on old given men who enlist after July
neighbors and friends. Mrs. An- 1, however foreign service pay
drews and Mrs. Anderson form- will remain in effect. This
erly lived here and their many amounts to 20 percent for a
friends always welcome their duty outside the Continental
return.
limits.
Road Commissioner J. L. White
A few other changes are imreports that the road grading on portant to the welfare of the
Madisonville and Cadiz road be- ordinary soldier in ranks but
ginning
at Cross Church to due to technical nature, this inDawson Springs will soon be formation is given only to men
under way.
| seeking enlistment.
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at the University of
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V O T E FOR CLEMENTS
IN THE AUGUST DEMOCRATIC:PRIMARY
"SSBBi-S]
M A T I O N A I . vortm

Lexington. July
The Lexington
Trots Grand Circuit
meeting, to be held Sept. 24
I through Oct. 4, promises to be
the best meeting in recent years.
Headlining the 10-day program
will be the 50th renewal of the
Kentucky Futurity, Saturday,
Sept. 27, worth an estimated
$40,000.
Two other outstanding events
are the divisions of the Hanover
Shoe Farm stakes, one a trot
for 2-year-old fillies, the other a
pacing event for the same aged
fillies. Each will be raced for
an estimated $8,000.
There will be 20 other closing
events, with values ranging fror
$2,00 to $3,000, including such
historic events as the Almahurst
Gainsway, Transylvania
and
many others.
In addition, there will be approximately 50 overnight dashes,
conditioned for horses on the
grounds. All of these will be
worth at least $500.

Sgt. Lieber says he feels latest
changes will make life in the
Army more pleasant and also
give soldiers more chance to
progress with learning new
trades. He also announces new
office hours in Princeton, which
are 8 AM to 4:30 PM, Monday
through Saturday, but in line
with local rulings, his office will
close every Thursday at noon
through the summer months.

Urge Care To Save
Late Crops Of Hay
Because of the loss of much
early hay, due to wet weather,
dairymen at the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture
are urging special effort to save
hay crops.
The milk-producing value of
hay, they say, depends on the
kind of hay crop, stage of maturity when cut, weath?r conditions and methods of curing and
storing.
Tests made in Ohio showed
25 percent more feeding value
from clover hay cut before
any heads turned brown, compared with clover cut when most
of the heads were brown.
Experiments at the U. S. Experiment Station at Beltsville,
Md., indicated that the most
feeding value is saved when hay
is put in silos. Barn drying
ranks between field curing and
storing in the silo.
Alfalfa silage retained 7 percent more dry matter and 17
percent more protein than fieldcured hay and produced 12%
percent more milk a ton of dry
I matter fed.
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the best service. So why shouldn't
stay there, especially since
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Cynthia L o w r y
N«w»fe«tur*»)

Uar^iale. N. Y.-Don't throw
\
,„,, it in the attic
01
Lt may be the making! of a
[ , " coun»i'ls Decorator Tyne
Ukss Murne pointed to some
^e objects scattered around
jjjf workshop: a pair of Vic-

bisque figures of infants,
,|y once on somebody's
Llpiece; a tall apothecary
om. of those metallized baby
' . Dresden figurines; mus•he W>d shaving mugs.
| !„ om' >>ll'ner w u s a r e a l
Lgewood chamber pot, to
Vch Miss Burne had added a
b stem, nn attraetive, plain
K shade and a finial carrying
L 0f the old Wedgewood deT|u.10 w .is no apparent reinblance to its orginal out-
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON* KENTUCKY

[amp Bases FromhaveSow's
Ears
their color brought
Bv

-—

Ishe took an old-fashioned coplr stew pot, curled its handle,
L 3 stem for the wire through
f center and Insulated the
j thing. It decorates a sunun, now a flower pot full of
Liature plants.
r steady stream of lamps
Kle froro tea canisters, coffee
a(jers and bean pots come
I, 0( her workrooms. She has
Lje several lamps from music

out by
the golden shadea of silk," ahe
says. "If the base la gaudy or
unusual, the shade should focus
attention on lt—rather than on
itself."
For instance, a lamp made of
china figurines in delicate pastels would have solid color
shadea. One of Tyne Burne's favorite boudoir lamp tricks consists of simple white chiffon,
given further richness with edgings of velvet tibbon.
"I think an important part of
a room Is the way lamps and
pictures are blended," she says.
"I like to look over the pictures,
see what the colors are, and then
do something about it in the
lamps."
And as for miniatures of any
type—tiny vases, urns or even
figures—Miss Burne frequently
puts them together in a cluster
of tiny lamps held together on
a single base.
"You can do more to a room
with a lamp," she says, "than
with almost anything else.

Louisville Candidate
For Lieut. Governor

Home Sewing Rooms In
» By Dorothy Roe
(AuoslsUd Pr*M F»«hlon Editor)
Home Bewlng has come back
to the U. S. A. with a bang that
has the pattern companies groggy trying to supply the demand,
and the fabric manufacturers
rubbing their eyes to see if it's
really true.

Swiss To Buy
75 Vampire Planes

Bern — (JP) — The appropriations committee of the national
council (lower house) of the
Swiss parliament has approved a
| She fashions her lamp6hades proposal by the federal council
ter she has studied the rooms that parliament appropriate 64,which. they are -to live and 450,000 Swiss francs (about $15,L carefully scrutinized their 000,000) for the purchase of 75
Vampire airplanes for the miliHolman R. Wilson, Louisville,
["Metal bases and stems should tary department.
Democratic candidate for Lieutenant Governor,, was born in
Bethel, Bath county, in 1902. His
early years were spent in Carlisle and Versailles. When his
family moved to Woodford county, they resided on a farm near
Versailles, later moving into
town, where they lived while he
attended Staunton Military Academy, Staunton, Va., and the
University of Kentucky, Lexington.
His first position was with
We will hold our Second Annual Sale of Pure
the Security Trust Company in
Bred Rams and Ewes, and Black-Faced Western
Lexington. In 1923 he joined the
foreign staff of the National City
Ewes.
Bank of New York. After a year
The pure bred sheep will be from some of the
in New York he spent 5 years
in Shanghai and Tientsin, China,
best flocks in the State.
as cashier of the bank's branches
in those cities.

Sheep Sale

Thursday, July 1 7

This will be your opportunity to get a ram to'
head your flock, and to secure replacement ewes.
All sheep will be in pens for exhibit at 10 A.M.,
and the Sale will start at 1 P.M.

He has been in the brokerage
and investment
business
in
Louisville since 1929, with the
exception of one year when he
was manager of the Cincinnati
office of W. L. Lyons & Company, at which time he was a
resident of Kenton county, Kentucky.
Wilson is president of WilsonTrinkle Company, investment
brokers, with offices in the
Louisville Trust Building.
In 1943 he won the Democratic
nomination for State Treasurer.
Mr. Wilson says, "I am a free
candidate, a free agent, strictly
on my own, in seeking the nomination for Lieutenant Governor.
Wilson is married
and the
father of one son. His father,
Albert Wilson, a retired farmer,
lives in Mount Sterling.

Icebreaker Gives
San Diego A Chill
San Diego, Calif. — (JP) —The
sight of an icebreaker ship barging into San Diego bay — and in
midsummer at that—was enough
to chill the heart of the chamber
of commerce. But the Navy explained that the 5,300-ton USS
Burton Island, first full-fledged
icebreaker assigned to the Pacific
fleet, was only in port for a nonbusiness visit between cruises to
the Antarctic with the Byrd expedition and to Alaska waters
later this year.

The place: Brooks Loose Leaf Floor, Madisonville, Ky., on U. S. Highway 4 1 , at the west
city limits.
Auctioneer:

C O L . GUY H I L T O N ,
Lexington, Ky.

Basil M. Brooks,

About threje-fourths of the
farmers in Magoffin county
planted hybrid corn this spring.

Madisonville, Ky.

Pestroy- 25% DDT

Tag?

Now that they have had time
to sift down sales figures, after
the rush of wartime business,
manufacturers have come up
with the dazzling fact that the
number of home sewers has
more than doubled since 1941.
Ift that year the total number of
patterns sold by all companies in
the United States was 48,782,485.
In 1946, an industry spokesman
estimated, 110,000,000 patterns
were sold.
The American Wool Council
comes up with the news that one
leading woolen company has increased its yard goods sales 1400
percent since 1927. And a sewing machine company's records
show that attendance at Its local centers have trebled in the
last four years.
That gives you a rough idea
of the enthusiasm with which
U. S. women have rushed back to
the old family sewing machine.
Some experts say the war, with
its shortages, started the whole
thing. Others believe that current high prices of ready-towear clothes are responsible.
Whatever the reason, there'3 no
doubt that the gals are sewing
like crazy, and liking it.
Department stores, quick to
sniff a new trend, have moved
their yard goods sections from
out-of-way corners to prominent
new locations, and display their
goods with all the glamor and
chi-chi formerly reserved for
ready-to-wear departments. Many
have instituted sewing classes
in connection with their fabric
departments, hiring high-priced
instructors to teach the customers how to sew a fine seam
and turn a neat shoulder pad.
Woolen companies are slating
an increasing proportion of their
top quality output for sales by
the yard. The same is true of
manufacturers of silk, cotton
and rayon fabrics.
One great impetus to the sewing craze has been given by the

U.S.A.

new school of sewing teachers,
employed by sewing machine
companies and shops to stlmulate interest In home sewing.
These instructors smooth the
path of home dressmaking for
earnest beginners, encouraging
them • to start off with a top
job—say like a tailored suit or
coat. The theory is that once a
woman turns out a slick custommade suit, she is -so proud of
it she is a confirmed sewing
fan for the rest of her life.

India Still Biggest
Source Of Plague

SAVE

$50.00 to. $100.00
A Year on Your Food Billl
Locker renters tfill enjoy a wider variety of
fresh foods the year 'round — and make worthwhile
saving's on their food bills.

Reserve Your Locker

Now!

Gusmni+tAfyiaye+tJlockesiA
E. Main St.

New Delha—(£>) —India is still
the largest reservoir of s.iiallpox, cholera and Dlague, according to the annual report of the
Public Health Commissioner for
the governor of India.
Chronic malnutrition, a low
level of sanitation and an almost total absence of controlled
and protected water supplies also
are given as main reasons for
the high incidence of deaths.
The report points out that existing health arrangements are
totally inadequate to meet the
needs of the people. Poor vaccination and inoculation arrangements and lack of transport add
to the country's difficulties.

Tel. 344

For Sale!
150 Head of choice Northwestern yearling Ewes carried through the winter
here and adapted to this community,
$22.50 each.
Some two and four year old Northwestern Ewes. Have had them since

Airborne Invasion
Of Canadian Honkers
Susanville, Calif. — (JP) —
Nobody is kicking about an airborne invasion that has taken
place near here.
More than 100 Canadian honkers — large geese—have settled
along Honey Lake in Lasser
County and are busy raising
families.
Some nests examined by game
wardens have as many as 15
eggs each.

lambs.

Also • registered

Southdown

yearling Rams and some older Rams.

G. E.

J O N E S
Kuttawa, Ky.

Princeton Lumber
Company

It's Time
For

Hail Insurance
On

your

tobacco.

Rates

reasonable.

Can

write from $100 up to $300 per acre.
Call or see

C. A. W O O D A L L
Insurance and Real Estate
W . MAIN ST.

PHONE 54

The World's Resources
NEAR A S OUR
PRESCRIPTION

ROOM
Until you hear it, you'll never believe a moderate
priced radio-phonograph could have such amazing tone.
Thanks to that revolutionary development, the G-E
Electronic Reproducer, you hear records in all theii
life-like beauty. Surface noise and needle scratch virtually disappear. The retractable permanent sapphire
stylus can be dropped or even slid across the record
without harm to cither point or record. And the authentic 18th Century design of the mahogany veneered
cabinet will harmonize with your finest furniture.

Answer To Farm Fly Pest Problems!

8?

PESTROY Adds up to:

K ' .

•

Decreased contamination of milk and cream.

•

Increased milk production up to 2 0 % .

•

Increased beef weight up to 50 pounds per
animal per season.

•

Healthier, more productive farm animals.

Many Other Uses For Pestroy 2 5 % DDT

't

•

DAIRIES

•

H O G SHELTERS

•

CATTLE BARNS

•

BROODERS

•
•

•

LOFTS

POULTRY H O U S E S
STAGNANT

POOLS

m
^

A

f
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Coot dptffae jeatitoet/

Your physician gives you a prescription—just a little slip
of paper—but to compound it correctly, our pharmacists
may have to draw upon the world's resources.

uncommon for a prescription to require drugs and chemicals
gathered from a score of countries, purified, blended and

K/t'/u, fut&at ptoud of
mooted

We take pride

In having ample stocks to make this possible.

Modolt 154 and SIS. light w.lght
portable —14 pognda. Rich ton*.
6 tvb«. AC-DC or batt»ri«. Ploy»
any* horo—$00.00.

ious weeds.
The two as a team result in better pasture
land . . . better products . . . better living.

Eldred Hardware Co

Corner Drug Store
PHONE

1

Modol 311. Ad •Urfrfe po.lv
burton tuning. 6 tub»«. AC-DC.
Ton* control. Natural color
Ion*. Hand rubbod mahogany
cabfawt

Phone 321

.r

Model 200

compounded as only skilled pharmacists know how, to make
the medicine that exactly fits your needs.

Use WEED-NO-MORE to kill ugly, obnox-

It is not

G-E Electronic Reproducer • Permanent sapphire stylus
• Plays up to 12 records automatically • Storage foe
118 records—more than double that of previous instruments selling for twice as much • Natural color tooe
• Beautiful hand rubbedfinish—nowhite rings.

$32.95

•

rnWmmM

$54.95
Moddi nO-m. Amtrrfng raW *
h/W AC-DC. Brawn olaiHc—'

r

>
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Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Vinson entertained with a picnic lunch
Saturday, in honor of his brother, Mr. J. L. Vinson of Chicago.
Present were Mr. and Mrs. E
B. Vinsoh, Sr., Mrs. Nola Guess,
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Vinson, Jr.,
and children, Margaret Ann and
Ralph, Mr. Mack Vinson and
children, Lucy, Gloria, Twila
and Mrs. Shelby Strong, of
Princeton, Mrs. Hampton Carner
and children, Philip and John H.,
and Mr. J. L. Vinson and son,
Jimmy, of Chicago.
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LOOKED LIKE THIS—Capt. E. J. Smith, United Air Lines pilot of Seattle, holds a
dinner plate as an illustration for Stewardess Toni Carter of Chicago, while describing
the much discussed mystery "flying disc" which Smith and his crew reported seeing
on a flight from Boise, Idaho to Portland. Smith is shown as he arrived at the Municipal Airport in Chicago, (July 6) from Seattle. ( A P Photo)

Brenda Kay, Mr. and Mrs. Euclid Quertermous and daughter,
Donna, Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Coleman, Mr. and Mrs. Dave Perkins, Mr. and Mrs. Noble Paris
and Mr. and Mrs. Hervie Thompson and John Ed.
Mr. Forest Bugg and daughter,
Bobbie Joe, Evansville, returned
home Sunday after spending a
week's vacation with his mother, Mrs. Allie Bugg, and Mr. and
Mrs. Dave Perkins.
Mrs. Jessie Bryant and daughter, Lena Mae, Mrs. Paul Moore
and daughter, Bonita, Princeton,
were dinner guests of Mrs. Coy
Moore Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Johnson,
Paducah, spent July 4 with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Henson.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hunt, Marion, were weekend guests of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Turley.
Mr. and Mrs. Dock Baker and
ii
ii
i
'
children, Joyce Nell and Buddy,
and Mrs. Effie Barnes were
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
J. D. Wylie, Princeton.
Rev. Charles Hendrix, McKenzie, Tenn., filled his regular appointment at Cumberland Presbyterian church Sunday. He was
the dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs.
James Blackburn.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Quertermous have taken an apartment
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. C.
W. Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Tucker and
daughter, Wilma, Morganfield,
and Mrs. J. C. Trumbo and son,
Knoxville, Tenn., were guests of
Mr. and and Mrs. L. B. Young
Sunday.
Ptpti-Cola Company, Long Island City, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Ray,
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Company Evansville, were weekend guests

\ I
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Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wilson
and Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Vinson
entertained with a picnic lunch
on the lawn at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Vinson Sunday, honoring Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Wilson and children of Benton, 111.,
and Mr. Frank Wilson, of Rocklord, III
Capt. and Mrs. A. VanMeter
and daughter, Jean, are expected from Porto Rico for a visit
to her father, L. B. Young, and
Mrs. Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Moore
and boys, Kenneth and Edwin
Aries, Grove's Center, were Sunday guests of their daughter,
Mrs. Charles Quertermous, and
Mr. Quertermous.
Mrs. Lawrence Jennings and
daughter, Betty Jean, Carrolton,
are spending the week with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
Moore.
Frank McElroy, U. S. N. is
spending "a 20-day furlough with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie McElroy. He is now stationed
in Philadelphia.
Miss Ida Belle Turley, Evansville, spent the weekend with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Turley.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Crider,
Teddy Crider and Roy Crider,
Chicago, 111., spent the weekend
with their sister, Mrs. Veldin
Yandell, and Mr. Yandell.
Mr. D. E. Morgan returned
home Saturday after a visit with
his son, Maxwell Morgan, and
Mrs. Morgan, near Farmersville.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Tay-

lor returned to Bowling Green
Sunday after spending the holidays with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett.
Mr. and Mrs. John Quertermous, Frankfort, were dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. M.
Young Sunday.
Miss Jane Belt returned from
Grinnell, la., Sunday morning,
after attending Westminster Fellowship assembly.
Mrs. Frank Hunt, Marlon, and
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Hunt and
daughter, Ft. Benning, Ga., were
Saturday afternoon guests of Mr.
and Mrs. C. W. Moore.
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Veldin Yandell Sunday were,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Young,
Evansville, Mr. and Mrs. Mark
Crider, Teddy Crider and Roy
Crider, all of Chicago.
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Leslie Bright Sunday were Mrs.
Whit McGill, Miss Katheryn McGill, Mr. J. W. McGill, Jr., and
Mr. Bert Ford, all of Sturgis.
Mr. and Mrs. Lem Beckner, Mr.
Jim Bright, Miss Ethel Bright,
all of Princeton, Mr. and Mrs.
Dolph Williams and Miss Imogene and Seth Wigginton.
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
C. W. Moore Sunday were Mr.
and Mrs. L. B. Jennings and
daughter, Betty Jean, Carrolton,
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Buckalew,
and sons, Donie and Stevie,
Princeton, and Mr. and Mrs.
Raleigh Moore.
Persons from Fredonia enjoying a birthday dinner at the
home of Mrs. Coleman Rushings
at Mejfico Sunday were Mrs.
Rebecca Rogers, Miss Agnes Rogers, Miss Bonnie Williams, Miss
Mabel Harris, Mrs. Toddie Vinson, Mr. and Mrs. Ura Vinson
and Miss Silvia Ruth Vinson.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Litchfield entertained at their home
with a barbecue, July 4. Attending were Mr. and Mrs. Elbert
Beck and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Wilson, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Baker, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Phelps, Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Vinson and children, Charles and

of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. R.
P. Ray.
Mrs. Lee Beck and daughter,
Judy and Susan, Chicago, are
visiting her father, L. B. Young,
and Mrs. Young.
Mrs. Lemma S. Cruce, Clarksville, spent the weekend with
her sister, Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett,
and Mr. Bennett.
Mr. and Mrs. George Busch
and son, George, Jr., St. Louis,
have returned home after spending last week as guests of Mr.
and Mrs. E. T. Lobb.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher,
and son, Dennis, visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Wring,
in Marion, Sunday.
Mr. end Mrs. Byron Parr. Detroit, Mich., spent last weekend
with his mother, Mrs. Florence
Parr.
Mr. and Mrs. Bolin Robinson,
Louisville, were weekend guests
of Miss Georgia Boaz and Mr.
and Mrs. D. O. Boaz.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Cartwright, Evansville,
spent last
weekend with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. S. G. Wigginton, Crider.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Young,
Evansville, were weekend guests
of Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Young
and Mr. and Mrs. Veldin Yandell.
Mrs. Marie Rustin returned
from West Frankfort last week
where she was called by the serious illness of her brother, Harley Tabor.
Miss Margaret Lowery spent
last week as guest of Mrs.
George Hoke and Mr. Hoke, in
Hopkinsville.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Lowry
and sons, Wayne and Donald,
Evansville, were weekend guests
of his mother, Mrs. Belle Lowry,

and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Jennings and daughter, Betty Jean,
Carrolton, were holiday guests
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
W. Moore.
Mrs. Mitchell Clift and children, Eddyville, were dinner
guests of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. S. G. Wigginton, Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Allen
McElroy and sons, Hodgenville,
were holiday guests of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles McElroy, and Mrs. Florence Parr.
Jimmie Vinson, Chicago, is the
guest of Charles Thomas Vinson
this week.
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Wilson and
children, Gus, Jr., and Marion,

of Bentort, 111., and Mr. Frank
Wilson, Rockford, ill., were Saturday night guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Arlie Vinson.
Mrs. J. B. Sory and Miss Dora
Young spent several days last
week in Princeton.
Mr. Leeman Lowry, Evansville, was the weekend guest of
his mother, Mrs. Belle Lowry.
Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Feagan
and son, Ted, have returned from
Corpus Christie, Tex., where
they visited her father. While
on the trip, they visited places
of interest in eight states.
Dinner guests of Mrs. Allie
Bugg and Mr. and Mrs. Dave
Perkins Sunday were Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. Bugg, and children,
Mr. Cleve Black. Kuttawa, and
Mr. Forest Bugg and daughter,
Bobby Joe, Evansville.
T. R. Akrldge has purchased
the farm of Charlie McElroy.
Rev. and Mrs. J. T. Spurlin
and children, Donna and Jimmy, were Sunday night dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Bill King.
Baptismal services were held
at the Baptist church Sunday
night, with seven additions to
the church. They were Donald
Rogers, Frank Faught, William
Fuller King, Doris June Green,
Thelma Ruth Herrod, Betty June
Groves and Lillian Groves. Following the baptismal services,
Rev. J. T. Spurlin presented motion pictures of scenes in Juneau,
Alaska. Rev. Spurlin and family
have spent two years there,
where he is doing mission work.
Mr. and Mrs. Seldon McElroy
were luncheon guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill King Sunday.

When Mrs. T. L. Bell ot Oldham county went shopping for
a hat and found the navy straw
model she liked best was priced
at $16, she was reminded of a
hat purchased 10 years ago for
a daughter. Upon finding the
hat in the attic, she gave it a
1947 style note by cutting out
the crown. Then she reblocked
and shellacked it, adding a scarf
for trimming bought for $1 25.
According to Home Agent Lllah
Hambree, hat trimming tricks
have been used this year by

One of the best field, «
clover in Madison county "
be found on the farm of j , '
Wesley McKlnney 0f m t
despite the soil', being ,
Iron-ore type, discloses j
ter Miller, county a g , m J j
Kinney put on a he,vy , J j
lion of lime and
leaving a check .trip on
^
lime was not used on «J
•trip, there is less than » J

peM . nt stand of red do J

many, thus aiding in w H
down clothing costs.
™

LOST 20 POUNDS REGAINS
15 LBS. TAKING RETONGA

r ci
l.r V.rAK Doliuhixl
He Scarcely Ever Relished
A Meal And Felt So
High-Strung He Hardly
Knew What To Do, Says
Mr. Phillips. Feels Fine
Now
"I got down to only 133
pounds and felt so fagged out it
was hard to carry on, but thanks
to Retonga I have regained 15
pounds and now feel equal to
anything that comes along,"
gratefully declares Mr. Dock
Phillips, well-known young farmer of Route 3, Woodlawn (Near
Clarksvllle), Tenn. Discussing
Retonga Mr. Phillips declared:
"For about three years nervous
indigestion gave me so much
trouble I scarcely ever relished
a meal, and sometimes I felt so
Statehood for Hawaii has been high-strung I hardly knew what
to do. I rarely ever got more
discussed since 1854.

than a few
fow hours
hnmc sleep
«,i
« M
and mornings I w-.uld ge
feeling so tired out 1 niuld hj?
ly drag through the day. j y
to use laxatives for years I y
twenty pound , and hud vert*
tie energy to do any kind7
work.
"Retonga gave me wond«t
relief. I have regained fifa
pounds and feel fine. For j ,
first time in three years I ^
an appetite even for breakl<
Everyone ought to know ab^
Retonga."
Retonga is intended to refo,
distress due to insufficient fa
of digestive juices in the %
mach, loss of appetite, Vitamj
B-l deficiency and constipati®.
Accept no substitute. Retaj,
may be obtained at Dawn®,
Drug Store.

A t Long Last W e Can Again Offer You

French Perfumes

Guerlain Perfumes
L'Heure Bleue
$9-$15.00

Shalimar
$14-$25
Mitsouko
$9
C A R O N PERFUMES
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Le Tabac Blond
$15.75-$55

Fleurs de Rocaille
$20.00 - $45.00

NeeJ

LAXA1
Black-Or
1-Usually
2-Usually

3-Always «<

Bellodgia

All Makes

$15.75-$27.50

Service Guaranteed

ALSO

PRINCETON
LUMBER C O .

Lentheric Paris, Announces A

Distinguished

New Perfume

S. Seminary St.
Phone 260

e'v

Dark Brilliance
ttSTlQw: M l ,

De Lentheric

t

$5.00-$15.00

'i

WM

I

Clover On Poor Soil

Change! 10-Year-Old
Hat Into 1947 Model

Major-Dray Drug Co.

Public Sale!

I

Ph. 64

Cor. 9th & Virginia

on Kuttawa Road.

*
i

Attention!

Sat. July 12, 1947

I I

Friends

BEGINNING AT 1:30 P.M.
Will Offer

Candidate for the Democratic Nomination for

GOVERNOR

at the Primary Election to be held on Saturday, August 2nd., 1947,

9 - Jersey Cows - 9
en soon.

Supporters

of Morganfield, Union County

Also

Two are fresh now.

and

E A R L E C. C L E M E N T S

Household and Kitchen
Furniture

All giving good flow of milk.

are invited to attend a meeting to be held on

Saturday, July 1 2 , 1 9 4 7

Some to fresh-

These are first class cows in good flesh.

Reason for

selling is to settle estate of Jim Boyd Col. Dec'd.

at the

Caldwell County Court House

*pe#tuUKe
gracious, charming . . . with a fool;

Princeton, Kentucky

of soft femininity . . . this dress is pi

Byrd M . Guess,

2:00 P.M. O'clock

We have as pretty styles in Marcy Lee, Doris

Chas. Brockmeyer,
Administrator

Pie State of |
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Auctioneer

Feu

"Hopkinsville's Most Complete Drug Store"

at the Brockmeyer Farm 4 miles South of Fredonia

I

Barter No. 523

Philip S t e v e n s

Dodson and Nelly Dons.

Sula & Eliza Nail

rlptloi.
~
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Caldwell County Campaign Chairman,

*y °omr

Earle C. Clements for Governor
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Recipe Of Week

It Mean*:

transport
I

For

S. Wheat

U

ground in the wheat belt this
By Clarke Beach
crop year." Testifying before s
On an obscure
rflshii>ifton u fe Kailroad »iding in Ham- congressional group, Gurley adTe*as, sweating farm hands ded, "Naturally it shouldn't stay
too long, but the mere
MyV 28 loaded the nation's t h e r e
1
;ar of the new winter fact that it is stored on the

4t cropH was t h e » t a r t l n * trickle
;;ch may grow into a disasflood in the months to
^ Moving the wheat crop is
Ifjvts ' h e r a i l r o a d s ' « r ®»t*t
C
transport problem, and
!t will be the toughest
a . have ever encountered.
ILpite the chronic shortage
\ box cars, the roads will have
ni',ve more wheat than one
Ltion ever before grew in the
iLv of the world, and they
Li probably have to move lt
longer distance, since much
lit 15 to be exported. The long
L to seaports uses up more
cars than short domestic
iipments.
IT he Agriculture Department
L^tes that the wheat crop
fototal 1.409,000,000 bushels,
Ijch is 254.000,000 bushels more
Ln Li••
record crop,
[t will come chiefly from
s, Oklahoma, Texas, Ne_ srid a n d C o l o r a d o . The flood
| (rain, starting in Texas, will

Lcp northward month aftar
Lth until it begins to pour
Cof Canada in September.
IjOTembering the considerable
Toilage of

wheat

which

the

move last

roads could not

farmers a r e apprehensive
L. spokesmen f o r the Associaol American Railroads are
lifident the job can be done

at losing any large amount
[wheat for l a c k

of

transpor-

|ion.
G. Gurley, president of the
ita Fe, yhich will carry
jich of the load, says he is
Lfident the job will be done
[ nearly everybody's satisfacL but he admits he expects
Isee "grain being stored on the

Need a
LAXATIVE?
BUck.Draught is
1-Usually prompt
2-Utualiy thorough
3-Always economical

ground is not within itself evidence of either a national or
local calamity."
On the dark Bide of the picture are t h e freight loadings,
which have been 13.3 percent
even before the wheat harvest
began; and the export freight
heavier this year than l a s t volume, which in April was 33
percent above that of April,
1946.
The exportation of grain alone
in April was 190 percent above
April, 1946. This figure is ominous, for railroad ihen say the
amount of grain which they
must haul to the dock side is
the key to the problem.
On the bright side is the fact
that grain elevators are not as
overloaded as they were last
year, thus providing space in
which grain can be quickly unloaded. Also the roads have been
able to store about 1,100 box
cars in the wheat areas in anticipation of the rush; but this
is not too impressive, when one
cont>idlers that the Santa Fe
alone had 17,595 cars stored in
advance of the harvest in 1931.
The Association of American
Railroads bases its main hopes
on the system of handling box
cars which it perfected during
the war—never letting a car
stand idle longer than necessary, rushing cars to places
where thejr are needed even
though freight revenues are
thereby diminished, loading more
heavily than in normal times,
increasing the average speed of
movement of
freight trains,
building more efficient types of
cars.
So successful have the railroad men been in improving the
efficiency of their freight handling that although between 1918
and 1946 the number of freight
cars was reduced almost 25 percent, they increased the revenue
ton miles of (freight moved
nearly fifty percent.
The box car shortage is, of
course, the fundamental difficulty, as it has been for the past
seven or eight years. When war
production began to multiply
the railroads' burden, they procured a substantial number of
new cars. But during the war
years the new car supply dwindled for lack of materials.
Old care were kept in service
long after they would normally
have been retired. The result is
that in the past twenty months

vter No. 5257

Reserve District No. 8
Report of Condition of the

Farmers National Bank
of Princeton
Ihe State of Kentucky, at the close of business on June 30, 1947.
bhshed in response to call made by Comptroller of the CurIcy, under Section 5211, U. S. Revised Statutes.
ASSETS
ICash, balances with other banks, including reserve
I balance, and cash items in process of collection $ 496,884.15
•United States Government obligations, direct and .
I guaranteed
1,614,833.32
lObligations of States and political subdivisions —
1^2,095.35
|0ther bonds, notes, and debentures
5,000.00
"orporate stocks (including $3750.00 stock of Federal Reserve bank)
3,750.00
oans and discounts (including $1952.13 overdrafts)
478,112.37
•nk premises owned $20,500.00, furniture and fix[tures $4,250.00
24,750.00
>ther assets
6,861.00
Total Assets
2,752,286.19

LOST BABY, MOTHER REUNITED—Mrs. William Gale,
Jr., looks down at Mary Gale, 2 i n hospital bed in Westwood, Calif., (July 1) after the little girl was brought to
Westwood from Lassen National Forest where she was
found after b6ing missing for 48 hours. Her grandfather,
Former Congressman John H. Tolan, 70, suffered a heart
attack and wfea rushed to a hospital shortly ^fter the
little girl vanished. He died June 80. (AP Wirephoto)

Happy Approves Spink Book
On Career of Judge Landis
By Frank Eck

(AP

Sporta

Editor)

That Na^insj
Backache

Uodara life with Ita hurry and worry.
Irregular habit*. Improper eating and
drinking—its riak ol axpoeure and Infection—throw® heavy strain on the work
of the kldneye. T h e y are apt to become
Don't prepare foods early in
over-taxed and fail to filter eiceee a d d
and other Impuritiee from tha life-giving
the day and let them stand in
blood.
water until ready to cook. Food
You may Buffer nagging backache,
headache, diaslneae, getting up nights,
scientists have proved t h a t
leg palna, swelling— feel
cooetantly
tired, nervoua, all worn oat. Other eigne
some minerals and vitamins are
of kidney or bladdar dieorder are eomesoluble in water. That is why
timee burning, scanty or too frequent
urination.
Try Dean's PiU*. Doan't help thathe preferred way is to cook
kidneys to paae off harmful azceea body
vegetables in a small amount
waste. They have had more than half a
century of public approval. Are reconr . of
water in the least possible
mended by grateful uaera everywhere.
time and to save cooking water
A l l your neighbor 1

DOANS PILLS
85 Mi. South of Evansville

A refreshing dessert is floating
island. With milk and eggs as
its principal ingredients, it is
rich in food value, making a
satisfying addition to a luncheon
or supper menu. Here is a recipe
recommended by foods authorities at the UK College of Agriculture and Home Economics.
2 cups milk
3 eggs
.
6 tablespoons sugar
tt teaspoon salt
V4 teaspoon vanilla
While the milk is being scalded over hot water, beat the egg
whites until stiff and fold in
half the sugar. Drop the egg
whites by spoonfuls on the hot
milk and cook for about 5 minutes, or until meringues are
firm. Lift out carefully and set
aside on the custard.
Beat the egg yolks and add
the remainder of the sugar and
salt. Add the hot milk a little at
a time, stirring constantly. Cook
over hot water until mixture
coats the spoon. Remove from
fire and add flavoring. Chill.
Place a mound of the meringue
on each serving of custand, the
sprinkle with nutmeg or colored
drop of vegetable coloring to 2
sugar. To make the latter add 1
tablespoons of sugar, blending
with the fingers.
Menu: Tuna fish 6alad, creamed potatoes, buttered peas, combination salad, rye bread, butter and floating island.

Forty-flvs years of almost continuous service to the University
of Kentucky was climaxed Tuesday (July 1) with the "retirement" of Dr. T. T. Jones as dean
of men. Administrative colleagues and friends honored
Dean Jones with a testimonial
dinner Monday night on the eve
of his change of duties to an
emeritus status.

for use in soups and sauces.

The state of Washington has
5,215 miles of railroad.

85 Mi. North of Nashville

When Touring Through Kentucky
50,000.00
75,000.00
14,000.00
139.000 00
2,752,286.19

BUCK MORSE
Princeton, K y .
Route 1, Phone
Farmersville 2821

.

Where Food Is Really Tasty
577,900.00

ITALIAN and AMERICAN FOODS

Kentucky, County of Caldwell, ss:

'• Howard Rice, cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly
T that the above statement is true to the best of my know»nd belief.
HOWARD RICE, Cashier.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Bullock, Props.
We now have an Air-Conditioned Dining Room

B * 0rn

to and subscribed before me this 5th day of July. 1947.
JESSIE N. SPICKARD, Notary Public.
Emission expires January 31, 1950.

for Your Eating Comfort.

pORRECT-Attest:
1
F. GRAHAM
J M WOOD ,
* & LESTER, Directors.

Reservations: Phone 24-J, Crofton, Ky.
On U. S. Highway 41

I

v^ewilllQfpiMisH

Fredonia, Ky.

Uses Flame-Thrower

Luther Turner, Jr., of Adair
county, has found a flamethrower to be a quick and economical way of killing small
bushes, briars and other growth
along fences and in other places
where a mower can't be used.

T A X COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE OPEN
J U L Y 1, FOR BENEFIT OF TAXPAYERS
•

SALS3URY SAL

It shall be the duty of the Taxpayers to appear at the Tax

Cotcidiosis Is

Commissioner's Office.

A long Word—

Crofton, Ky.

3Gi

law, according to the Kentucky Statute, Section 132.220:

With RtN-O-SAl
it Perils No Bird!
A

•

Taxpayers are governed by the following

"It shall be the duty of all persons owning or having any in-

dfinide^ vottr fnctfidM, Of. Solsbwry'i

terest in taxable property in Caldwell County to appear before the

RIW-O-iAl Is a convenient control aver

Tax Commissioner between July 1 and September 1, 1947, and have
disease, ) • * begin dosope at rate al
al(M

tablets par gallon

af

same listed/'

water.

Mrs. S. J. Larkins

4U Two Tab lata
Par O o l l o n ,
• IN-O-tAL
SHinulfltM O r o w f h

Phona 811

Prlncaton,

•I

r
• j??

Tax Commissioner Caldwell County

Wood Drug Store

;?.{i St • •

Ky.

How P a s t e u r i z e d M i l k Safeguards
Your Family's Health
—
BOILING POINT

Pasteurized Milk Is

N

O

T

BOILED OR COOKED
In Pasteurization the Board of Health
requires that milk be held at 143 degrees for 30 minutes to kill all harmful bacteria found in milk that is not
pasteurized.

C O O K I N G COMMENCES" 160

PASTEURIZATION

143

FEVER

143
138

TUBERCULOSIS
UNDULANT

160

139

STREP THROAT—| 1 3 3

PASTEURIZATION
.SCARLET FEVER
TONSILITIS

-

GERMS KILLED

137

"TYPHOID -- DYSENTRY
GERMS KILLED

130
98.6

"DIPTHERIA
GERMS KILLED
BODY TEMPERATURE.

Indiana Tavern

MEMORANDUM

Allis-Ghalmers
Dealer

Graduate
Auctioneer

NOTICE !
TAX
PAYERS

GERMS KILLED

STOP AT THE

Wm. M. YOUNG

AUCTION
SERVICE

Everybody reads The Leader!

GERMS KILLED-

p'Pital Stock:

7

UK Dean Honored

GERMS KILLED— 1 4 0

CAPITAL ACCOUNTS

nsets Pledged or assigned to secure liabilities and
l°r other purposes

Page Eleven

Do It Later!

LIABILITIES

(«) Common stock, total par $50,000.00
Tplus
Undivided profits
T°tal Capital Accounts
Total Liabilities and Capital Accounts

be without a big league team
when the next spring training
season rolls around- Like the
New York Giants and Philadelphia Phillies, who trained on
Florida's southeast coast in 1946,
the Pittsburgh Pirates and St.
Louis Browns Who were there
this spring have pulled stakes.
These major league clubs say
that the Miami territory has too
much night life and that living
expenses are off. Charley DeWitt, traveling secretary of the
St. Louis Browns, says the
Brownies lost $20,000 on their
Miami cainp this spring.
"Miami was the most expensive camp we ever had," says
DeWitt. "And we did well to
draw 2,000 fans to a game. On
the Pacific Coast last spring they
drew 20,000 in Los Angeles when
Bob Feller pitched against the
Cubs.
"We're moving to San Bernardino where the Pirates trained
for 10 years, and the Pirates are
going to Hollywood. The hotel
rates are lower and you can get
a steak dinner for $2.50 instead
of $4."
Bing Crosby is vice-president
of the Pirates and has stock in
the Hollywood Stars so it was
only natural for him to take the
Corsairs to movieland.

New York—J. G. Taylor Spink,
the little man who puts out baseball's bible, the Sporting News,
can sit back and take a rest. He
certainly deserves one after doing such a grand job on his
book, "Judge Landis and Twenty-five Years of Baseball."
The book is a biography of the
late Kenesaw Mountain Landis
and tells how tough the old
judge could get. A. B. (Happy)
Chandler, who was named basebass commissioner five months
after Landis died in 1944, says
the book "represents a noteworthy contribution to the history
of baseball."
It is nice to know that Happy
Candler has read and approves
the book, for Landis and Chandler are in many ways the exact
opposites, as Spink points out
in some of his 300 pages.
"Please Judge; I ean't do it!
I can't do it!" exclaimed the
culprit.
In his most velvety tones,
Landis replied:
"Well, that's all right, Sonny.
Just go along with the man and
do the best you can."
On another occasion, Landis
sentenced an old offender to five
years.
"But, your Honor; I'll be dead
long before that," the felon proRotenone Effective
tested. "I'm a sick man, and I
Cattle Grub Control
can't do five years."
Landis scowled and shot back:
Rotenone i3 proving an effec"Well, you can try; can't you?" tive control of grubs in the 600Miami Beach and Miami will head herd owned by James C.
Carr in Madison county, accordcars have had to be retired ing to his reports to County
much faster than they could be Agent J. Lester Miller. A power
replaced.
sprayer which Mr. Carr had to
The roads now have 100,000 paint barns was used to treat
cars on order, but are getting the herd.
them at the rate of only 3,000 a
Now, while other herds are
month. They have been promrunning off fat, because of heel
ised 10,000 a month by midflies, Mr. Carr 6ays his cattle
summer; and this may prove
are quietly eating away.
their salvation.
"Rotenone costs," he told Mr.
Miller, "but when you figure it
in terms of beef it's cheap—and
I mean really cheap."
James L. Hisle, also of Madison county, reports no heel flies
this season, after making his
May Warn of Disordered
Kidney Action
first U6e of rotenone dust.

mand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and
orporations
1,938,883.21
rune deposits of individuals, partnerships and corporations
166,617.16
osits of United States Government (including
*tal savings)
36,452.21
eposits of States and political subdivisions
350,151.08
ther deposits (certified and cashier's checks, etc.)
118,594.44
Total Deposits
$2,610,698.10
liabilities
2,588.09
Total Liabilities
2,613,286.10

!

«•

Germs

mul-

tiply rapidly in unpasteurized milk.

Thermometer shows temperatures at
which fatal disease germs are killed
in pasteurization.

32

FREEZING

—**
Pasteurized milk is not boiled or cooked. It is scientifically heated to a temperature of 143 degrees Fahrenheit, according to State Board of Health regulations, and kept at this temperature for 30 minutes. This destroys all harmful bacteria and does not affect the taste.
The illustrative thermometer chart (above) shows the pasteurizing temperature and the particular temperatures at which harmful and deadly germs are killed. Maintenance of this 143 degree temperature is necessary to permanently obliterate the germs.

INSIST ON T H I S P R O T E C T I O N IN THE
M I L K Y O U FEED Y O U R F A M I L Y !

Princeton Cream & Butter Co.

it*

»

. •H

s -

.

• - S

Hiiawflfe'^

Thurtdoy, J u jy

Poge Twelve

Decided Swing
To Waterfield
Seen Over State

Christian Church C l a s s i f i e d A l l s
Elects Deacons

Candle Service Marks
Close Of Rededication
Meetings

WANTED — A good mechanic.
Apply at Hodge Motor Sales
Marked interest was shown in
and Implement Co., West Main
the series of services recently
St. Phone 87.
ltc
held in commemoration of the
beginning of the second year's COMPLETE lubrication, washing, polishing and simonizlng
work of the First Christian
of cars and trucks. Mitchell
Church under the leadership of
Implement Co. Phone 242. ltc
the Rev. Tom W. Collins, pastor.
During the initial service the MONUMENTS: John Davis and
congregation stood in an act of
Son. Phone 96.
tfc
acceptance and declaration of
willingness to support the pro- FOR SALE:
General Electric
gram of the church for the comwashing machine, with twin
ing year, as outlined by Mr.
tubs; also a clarinet in good
Collins.
condition. Phone 488.
ltp
The membership elected the
EXPERT watch repairing, seven
following deacons: K. L. Barnes,
day service, crystals fitted
B. T. Daum, J. H. Presler, K.
while-U-wait — Winstead JewV. Bryant, Louard Egbert, Fredlers.
tfc
rick Stallins, WiUiam D. Scott,
Ray Woodruff, Wm. A. Hogan, FOR SALE — reasonable; good
Raymond Stroube, E. L. Stroube,
set of drums, bads, pedal, sock,
Kelly Beshears, Shelby Jarvia,
saare, torn, and all traps. Call
H. A. Travis and Curtis J. SeigD. J. Granstaff, Princeton
ler. Eight of these were elected
Hotel.
2tc
to serve on the official board
for periods ranging from one to FOR SALE: House and lot, 831
W. Main St. For information,
three years. Alton Templeton, A.
see, call or write, Mrs. James
P. Cook, Geo. H. Stephens and
R.
Redd, 222 W. 18th St., HopClifton Carter were elected to
kinsville, Ky.
tfc
the board of elders. Miss Harriet
Stallins, Mrs. Geo. Stephens and FOR SALE: Nice, new suburban
Mrs. Lester Cartwright were
home. Price $3,750. Desirable
elected deaconesses.
building lots located here and
Dr. George V. Moore, of the
yon. K. R. Cummins, Insurance
College of the Bible, Lexington,
and Real Estate, Phone 520-J.
delivered a powerful message
ltc
at the Tuesday night session, after which a candle-lighing -cere- FOR RENT: One 3-room unfurnished apartment. Also one
mony was carried out as each
furnished apartment. Good lomember present lighted a cancation. Minor Higgins, 406 W.
dle as an act of rededication to
Main St.
ltp
Christian service during the
coming year.
FOR SALE—Registered Hereford
The roll of new members was
bull, 12 to 15 months old; sired
called at the reception held the
by Domino Lad 379th. He was
closing night of the series of
bred by J. C. Robinson and
services. During the program
Sons, Evansville, Wis. Curtis
these 62 new workers were ofE. George, Princeton,
Ky.
ficially welcomed to the church
Phone 3504.
2tp
by the pastor, and various organizational leaders of
t h e WANTED: Reliable, middle-aged
church.
colored couple. Live on place

Candidate's Pledges For
Rural Roads, Aid To
Schools And Hospitals
Please Crowds

Louisville, July 6 — Reports
of a pronounced swing to Harry
Lee Waterfield in his campaign
for the Democratic nomination
for Governor poured into Louisville this week as the First dis
trlct candidate swung into the
second week of a speaking tour
which will have carried him
Into more than 30 counties by
the end of this week.
Farmers and businessmen, veterans and laborers, housewives
and business and professional
women were turning out to hear
his speeches in the Fifth, Sixth
and Eighth districts.
Last week, Waterfield invaded
the Second district, home of his
opponent, Earle C. Clements,
and was greeted by enthusiastic
crowds.
Approximately 400 voters of
McLean, Daviess and surrounding counties turned out to hear
him at Calhoun, where he was
introduced by the veteran State
Senator, Lee Gibson, staunch advocate of TVA.
The following day, Friday,
Waterfield made speeches in his
home district, speaking at Metropolis Lake, Mayfield and Hopkinsville. A crowd <jf approximately 1,500 cheered his Mayfield speech, where he promised
to veto any Moss Bill the 1948
Legislature might pass.
Waterfield wound
up his
speeches last week with a rally
at Franklin, Simpson county,
home of his State campaign
chairman, Ben Kilgore, with a
promise that he would not play
politics with the schools of Kentucky, and would keep the politicians from blocking the way
for rural Kentuckians to get out
of the mud.
not piay
pouycs wiui
play policial
oc(ls," Waterflrffl declared. "I will not play politics
with your roads," he promised.
Everywhere Waterfield made
those statements, the crowds
cheered him. They liked his
frankness.
Talking on the financial side
of his program, Waterfield repeatedly told his listeners that
if the Legislature passed his proposed 5 percent tax on horse
betting, he would not need any
more taxes until the 1950 Legislature meets.
"I do not believe the State
should set itSelf up as a bank,
build up a big surplus in the
treasury and let needed governmental services, like improved

•"'ll;'

I

®

FIRST
IN
AMERICAN
LEAGUE—-Larry Doby, former
second baseman for the Newark Eagles of the Negro National League, has been signed
by the Cleveland Indians,
marking the first time a Negro player has been signed to
a contract by an American
league team. (AP Wirephoto)
Eight Country Doctor
Scholarships Reported
Dr. P. E. Blackerby, Louisville,
secretary-treasurer of the Medical Scholarship Fund of the
Kentucky State Medical Association, in cooperation with the University of Louisville School of
Medicine, announces that eight
more country doctor scholarships
of $2,000 have been received.
schools and better rural roads,
suffer neglect.
"I am not willing to continue
to impose heavy taxes on the
people of this State just to see
a surplus pile up," Waterfield
declared. "I don't think the State
has a right to tax its people
more than it takes to operate
its government," he added.
His tax stand, his demand that
the State meet K.E.A. recommendations for the schools, his
rural road program, hospital and
health program, and his pledge
to use "levelheadedness" in
operation of State government
leased ftis
his listeners, and they
pleased
let him know they approved
what he proposed to do.
Ben Kilgore will make from
15 to 25 speeches a week until
the election. Waterfield's own
schedule will carry
him into
every county in the State. Adron
Doran, vice-chairman, has started on a speaking tour.
Waterfield's Louisville
and
Jefferson county organization is
nearing perfection, with City
and County Headquarters boasting it will meet organization
with organization during the last
days of the campaign.
Spokesmen for the Louisville
Waterfield followers today predicted he would carry the Third
district by 6,000 votes.

C a r d O f Thanks

We wish to thank all of our
friends for the beautiful flowers
and kind words spoken to us, in
the passing of our baby daughter, Anita Genon McMican. Especially do we thank the nurses
at the hospital and Dr. Barnes
for their ceaseless efforts for
our baby. The memory of your
kindness will live with us always.
Joe McMican and Family.

THE C O F F E E WITH THE W O N D E R F U L

FLAVOR

lb. 35c; 3 lbs. for S1.C3
SWEET

2 2 oz. jar

PICKLES

RELISH

SWEET MIXED

K

16 oz. j a r 2 7 ! t f

PLAIN

6 oz. jar

OLIVES

- I

16 oz. jar

OLD COUNTRY

PICKLES

29(

16 oz. jar 49*
16 oz. jar IH
12 oz. can Ht
No. 2 can W

VITA

PIMENTOES
LADY BETTY

POTATO SALAD
ARMOUR

TREET
HOME STYLE

PICKLED BEETS
GOLD KRAFT

8 oz. jar

PEANUT BUTTER

39*

2 lb. box

CRACKERS

20*

ARMADA

No. 2 can

CHERRIES

DILL S N A X

32 oz.

jar

STUFFED

OLIVES

5 oz.

jar

OSAGE

7 oz. jar

PIMENTOES
SPAM

12 oz. can

PARTY

12 oz.

LOAF

can

PICKLED

8 oz. jar

ONIONS
GOLD KRAFT

32 oz. jar

PEANUT BUTTER

SODA

HONEY GRAHAM

1 lb. box

CRACKERS
SUNMAID SEEDLESS

RAISINS

pkg.

Paper Cups, Paper Plates, Paper Forks,
Paper fepooos, Paper Napkins for your
picnic.
BLENDED

BLACKBERRY, HOME STYLE

JUICE

JUICE

19*

4 6 oz. can

WHITE Sc MILKY

PRESERVES

26*
26*
37*

20*

37*
37*
25*
43*
23*

26*

15 oz. jar

5 for

/Vf

FRESH FULL PODS

lb.

IZif

WEEKEND
BOLOGNA

lb.

M I C H I G A N CELERY
YELLOW SQUASH

MEAT

•jn .

SUGAR CURED

ZVf

JOWL

All persons owing the estate of
the late Percy Dalton, please
make settlement by August, 1,
1947, and those holding claims
against said estate must present
same properly proven by same
date.
LONA M. DALTON, Admx.
Percy Dalton e6tate July 10-c

Stalk

lUf

FRANKFURTERS lb.

Hickory Smoked Country Hams in all Red Front Stores.

Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily W S O N Henderson, Ky. 9 A.M.

Red Front Stores
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neighborhood grocery or restaurant — also ot
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Dixie Cream Donut Shop
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109 E. Main St.
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to be furnished contractors by the Superintendent or Chairman
of the Board of Education.
S e a l e d bids will be received up to 2 : 0 0 P.M. July 14, 1947 at the
office of the Chairman of the Board of Education.
Signed,

. ,

G . W . T O W E R Y , Chairman
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The nation faces an acute milk bottle shortage!
In other Cities people are being denied milk solely because there are
no bottles to put it in.
Bottle manufacturers say that no relief is in sight
You can help assure a continued full supply of milk for your family
by washing and returning your empty milk bottles promptly . . . eith-

(Incorporated)

er to your grocer or to your milkman.

has it

During the past few months thousands of empty bottles have not been

A S NEVER BEFORE

returned . . . So please make a careful search and put these stray bottles back to work.
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The deposit your grocer requires on milk bottles does not cover their
cost; its only purpose is to insure their prompt return.

Remember . . . The milk is yours, the bottle is ours; please return the
bottle!
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City School Board Advertises
For Bids To Wreck Bleachers
At Butler Stadium
vertises for bids to wreck the Butler football bleachers.

Morganfle^
Democratic

overnor,

The Board of Education of the Princeton City Schools hereby ad-

C a r d O f Thanks

Keach's.

JA .

lb.

L0lurm 76

You can buy Dixie Cream Donuts at yWr |

Regular meeting of American
Legion will be held at 7:30 p.m.
July 10th at City Hall. Election
of officers will be held.
C. A. Varble, Comdr.
ltc

All persons indebted to the
estate of the late Hugh A. Goodwin, Sr., please make settlement
by September 1, 1947, and those
holding claims against said estate must present same properly
proven by same date.
Ethel B. Goodwin,
Administratrix
3tc—July 24

QUIT LOOKING FOR WORK—
Establish yourself in a profitable Rawleigh Business in
Princeton, Eddyville, Dawson
Springs and Marion. Be your
own boss. No experience or
capital necessary. Write im-

l/if

^

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY A L L T H E TIME

Now O p e n Under New Management.

Legion Notice

Administrator's Notice

NOTICE: For heavy hauling
anywhere, anytime, call H. C.
Russell. Phone 64.
tfc

I .

SPECIALS
jUC

fcsss

Your help NOW will assure your home a continued full supply of milk.

^ft .

lb.

Administrator's Notice

EASY GASOLINE WASHERS,
immediate delivery. Mitchell
Implement Co. Phone 242. tfc

Zjf

J

SMALL TENDER

C R O W D E R PEAS

"OR SALE: 1 gas range; 1 breakfast set chairs; 1 rocker; 1 bed
and springs and 1 center table.
318 S. Jefferson St.
ltp

We wish to express our sincere thanks and appreciation for
every kindness shown and sympathy extended in the recent illness and death of our loved one,
Hugh A, Goodwin, Sr. Especially
do we thank the many friends
and neighbors who extended
their services In any way, and
those who sent the many beautiful floral offerings.
Mrs. Ethel B. Goodwin
and family.
ltc

FOR SALE: One used Frigidaire;
can be seen at Mitchelll Implement Co.
ltp

«jr .

46 oz. can

Dixie Cream Donut Shop Lrff t

In Appreciation

LOST — Handle of fishing rod
with reel and line attached,
between Princeton and Lyon
-County line last Wednesday.
Finder please return to thif
office for reward.
ltc

FOR SALE: Just received —
Truck load new linoUrtfro,
heavy nice patterns. J. F. Morgan.
3tc

29*

ORANGE

CRISP & BLEACHED

R O A S T I N G EARS

All persons Indebted to the
estate
of the late M. M. Roach
Dept.
mediately.
Rawlelgh's,
please make settlement by AugKYG-891-238, Freeport, 111.
3tp ust 1, 1947, and those holding
claims against said estate must
LOST — near Princeton — Ladles present same properly proven
black purse containing 2 $100 by same date.
Mary Dycus Roach,
2 $75 and 1 $37 50 bonds also
Administratrix,
$25 to $30 in money. Liberal
M. M. Roach Estate.
reward. Name on bonds Sally
3tfr—July 10
A. Babb, or Eugene Babb, Culverson Ave., Rt. 6, Evansville,
Ind..
HP

To our many friends and
neighbors, we take this method
of expressing our appreciation
for the many letters, cards,
flowers and the assurance of
your prayers during Mr. Morgan's long stay in the hospital.
We hope to be at home soon and
see and thank you in person.
—general house work and
Sincerely your friends,
handy man. References. Write
J. F. Morgan and wife
ltp
or call Walter Ruby, Madisonville.
ltc
Although there were few West
EIGHT-ROOM HOUSE for sale Pointers in high command in the
on Eddyville Road, ltt mi. Union armies at the beginning of
from courthouse. City water, the Civil War, at its end all of
one acre lot. Reason for sale, the general officers of the line
I am moving to Bowling Green. were West Pointers.
This place can be shown by
appointment. Phone 751-J or
see me at Soil Conservation
Office, 2nd floor, Farmers National Bank Bldg.
Joe ft.
Little.
ftc

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

• i'ji:

Administrator'! Notice

July 18 Is Deadline For
Candidates Expense Lists
FOR SALE: Beautiful 4-room
Frankfort — H. T. (Hub) Perhouse, bath, nice attic, garage,
dew, election clerk, said July • other outbuildings, price $4100.
18 is the deadline for all can707 Madisonville St., Phone
didates to file their pre-primary
725-J.
tfc
expense accounts with his office
PIANOS — HIGH QUALITY —
in the State Capitol building.
LOW PRICE. FREE delivery.
Dye Piano Co., 409 a Main,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
25tp

Lcving CUP Ccffee
BUDLONG SWEET PICKLES

FOR SALE: One J. I. Case NCM
pick-up hay baler; good condition. Mitchell Implement Co.
Phone 242. ,
ltc
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